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HOULTON IS READY

••• .

• ••• •••

•—
Be charitable and Indulgent to
— everyone but yourself.—Joubert.

THE LOBSTER BILL
Senator White’s Measure Re
ported Favorably By Com
mittee On Commerce

—
’Twould be nicer if Prosperity,
instead of being Just around the
corner was just around—Weston
(Ore.) Leader.

The Senate committee on Com
merce Thursday agreed to report out
lavorably the White Bill to prevent
the importation of s-hort lobsters and
the interstate commerce in lobsters
which contravene the laws of the
states which they leave or enter.
The bill was introduced by Senator
White of Maine and considered by
a sub-committee of the commerce
committee of which he is a member
at hearings in February at which a
delegation of Maine fishermen ap
peared to urge the legislation. A
similar bill has been introduced in the
House by Representative Nelson.
The bill defines the short lobsters
as less than 3'i inches from the rear
of the eye socket to the end of the
body shell which corresponds to 10.2
inches common measurement.

DANCE

DANCE

VOTE FOR

GUISTIN
FOR SHERIFF
In the Democratic Primaries

Impartial, Honest, Fearless
World War Veteran
Twelve Months Overseas
Member Veterans of Foreign Wars
and American Legion
Occupation, Barber; Age 36
Married; Five Children
Your Support Is Respectfully

THE NEW ARMORY
Third Floor of Spear Blork
Foot of Park Street

MONDAY, JUNE 6

Saturday Night, June 4
Smalley’s Orchestra
Dancing Starts At 8.30
Daylight
Prices—15c—25c
66-67 1

Dancing 9 to 12.30 P. M.

Kirk’s Orchestra
67-lt
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

NEXT WEEK’S MOVIES

At
THE KEAG GRANGE HALL
SOUTH THOMASTON

AT

vention of the American Legion in
that town are well in hand.
Race Secretary Tingley, who has
charge of the program of night horse
racing announced three well filled
classes of fast horse racing had
already been arranged. Those who
will be witnessing horseracing under
lights for the first time will get a
new thrill. Houlton's lighted track is
the only one of its kind in Maine.
A special display of fireworks is
being planned and will include several
war scenes as well as portraits in fire
works of at least one well known
Maine military leader during the
World War.
Several drum and bugle corps from
various parts of the State will compete
for the huge silver loving cup and the
$300 in purses offered. At least two
bands will be in attendance.
Invitations will go out shortly to
all of the Legion posts in. Maine to
urge their delegates and other visitors
to make their plans to be in Houlton
at the earliest possible moment in
order not to miss any of the elaborate
program that has been laid out. The
40 and 8 will have an important part
in the first d&ys event. There will
also be a golf tournament at the
Houlton Country Club on the morn
ing of Wednesday, the opening day, at
which scores of expert ex-service
golfere are expected to compete for
prizes.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

VOTE FOR

Motion picture attractions for
Rockland during the week of June 6
are thus listed:
Park Theatre

Monday and Tuesday—“But the
Flesh Is Weak," Robert Montgomery.
Wednesday and Thursday—“Care
less Lady,” Joan Bennett, John Boles.
Friday and Saturday—“Roadhouse
Murder,” Eric Linden and Dorothy
j Jordan.
• « • •
Strand Theatre

Monday and Tuesday—“Forgotten
Commandments,” Sari Maritza, Gene
Raymond.
Wednesday and Thursday, “Crowd
Roars,” James Cagney and Joan
Blondell.
Friday and Saturday—“The Wom| an in Room 13,” Elissa Landi.

H. N. BRAZIER
Democrat

For County Commissioner In the Piimaries
June 20
64*S 67
1932 NASH, 4-DOOR SEDAN, like
new, at a veiy sub tantial saving.
See this one at once.

ROCKLEDGE INN

C. W. Hopkins

SPRUCE HEAD

712 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1000

OPENS JUNE 5
MENU
Lobster Stew

Shamed Clams
Saltines

Fish Chowder
Pickles

Hot Boiled Lobster

Fried Fish

Hot Rolls

French Fried Potatoes

Fried Clams

Cake

Ice Cream

Pie

speaker. The trained speaker—one '
who not only has things worth saying
but possesses as well the heav.m-be- I
stowed gift of eloquence and the mas- ,
tery of the speaking art—it is always
a joy to listen to, and it is no exaggelation to say that Dr. Case delight
ed his audience.
What he had to say dwelt upon the
principle of co-operation, the asso
ciation of men in community work t
that brings both success and happi
ness. It was a lie, the ancient claim j
that competition is the life of trade. (
A later vision has disclosed the truth
that communities and individuals j
thrive through team work, through '
mutual sympathy and good-will.
Competition is the law of the jungle.
The getting together of men produces
miracles.
With men and woman leaders in a
town progress is certain. These out
standing personalities make a town
what it ought to be. We have learned
these things in the past ten years
No man lives and dies to himsrit
alone. You live in as good a town a'
you deserve.
The speaker dwelt upon the value
of a real Chamber of Commerce as
the great outstanding need of Rock
land as with every city, a chamber
supported by all, numerically strong,
well financed and with a trained and
experienced manager.
Any other
kind of a chamber of commerce, he
declared, is a failure. Allied with
this is the form of government com
mission management, divested of
politics.
These things Dr. Case spoke ct
with authority, for the chief part of
his life has been spent in city and
Chamber of Commerce management
and as the official lecturer of national
business organizations.
Rockland, he said, center of a
twenty-mile trading radius, should
poweriully organize to develop its
business possibilities.
The tourist
business should be attracted here
with tennis courts, free golf club, etc.
There is a great future for Rock
land with organization and team
work.
He was given an ovation for his
stirring and informing talk, that was
full of sound sense flavored with
the salt of humor. It should have
been heard by all the city’s service
clubs in joint meeting.
Representing as guests the Chami ber of Commerce were Joseph Emery,
Donald Leach and Maurice Lovejoy.
Ed. Brown was welcomed back from
two months’ absence in the hospital.
Rev. Mr. Welch and Lou Cook were
visitors and Harry Jackson from his
I New Hampshire home was warmly
1 greeted. Phil Jones also blew in,
! which insured some good singing and
; Jimmy Kent entertained with astro
logical illumination of a couple of his
easy-going Rotarian friends.

PRICE $1.00

CHICKEN PIE DINNER 75c

“NO JOKE ABOUT IT’

Petitions are being circulated in
Florida for drafting Will Rogers, the
humorist, as a candidate for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
The circulators say they're in earnest
and there’s no joke about it. They
have made their plans to forward
copies of the petition to Rogers and
the Democratic National Convention.

Guard Your Health

MRS. T. L. MAKER

Guard Your Teeth
AND NEXT
DAY THE CARD

Have those unsightly cavities filled
and those missing teeth replaced

WENT UP

before it is too late.

Fagged,

parched,

overheated

and not a cold, refreshing drink
in the house beeause the ice
making machinery has gone on
a strike. And the next day our
eard went up—for Natural Ice,
dependable service.

Modem Painless Dentistry at mod
erate fees which you can afford to
pay. All work guaranteed.
Fret examination and consultation.

Dr. Dana S. Newman

Our Service is Cheaper
in the Long Run and
is Always Running

359 Ma n St.
Over Palmer's Jewelry Store
Hours 8 A. M.—6 P. M. Tel. 1C97-W

CENTRAL ICE CO.

Sat 8 A. M.—8 P. M.

Lady Asst.

Evenings by Appointment

A. C. McLOON CO., Props.
CALL 1151-R

67-69

ASK FOR A CARD

AHEAD
of the Game
WITH WINTER

ROSE-ANNE LODGE
EAST UNION, ME.
May 22
1932
Nov 1
MENU
Fried Chicken Dinner ............ $125
Chicken and Noodles ............ $10U

Change of Ownership

Bernier Studio

(Southern Style)
Roast Chicken Dinner .......... $100
CHICKEN ALL STYLES
Steak and Shore Dinners, On
Order

Formerly

Pillsbury Studio

Despite all his tricks and surprises,
Old Man Winter takes a trimming at
the hands of the man who can effect
a considerable economy and guard
himself against uncertain delivery by
buying coal in summer.

Patronage Appreciated
Amateur Finishing

Bridge & Tea Parties Solicited
If No Reservation 20 Minute Wait
Phone—Union, 18, Ring 21

320 Main Street
63-68

Specials For Sunday June 5

ANTHRACITE
SUMMER-RATE

At

“THE PLYMOUTH”

$12.50

New Tourist Home, on the Atlantic Highway at Warren
M. J. BRENNAN, Prop.

Per Ton

TELEPHONE 43-2 WARREN

Lobster Salad Sandwich—25c

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TELEPHONE 487

ROCKLAND

Volume 87

Number 67

Beautiful Montpelier,
The Rebuilt Knox Home

ii

Coffee

Tea

.

Issue

ROTARY LUNCHEON

TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Listened To a Corking Good
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln Aroostook Town Going To
advance; single copies three cents.
Address By the Rev. Dr.
Give
Legion
Boys
One
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Case of Old Town
Grand Good Time
The Rockland Gazette was established
tn 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
It was a notable address that Ro- j
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
Plans for the entertainment to be
ln 1882. The Free Press was established sponsored by the Houlton Agricul tarians
at yesterday’s luncheon ]
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated tural Society on the opening night, listened to. the Rev. Dr. Alonzo
March 17. 1897.
June 22, of the State Department con B. Case of Old Town being the,

••• ••• ••• ••>•♦•••••••

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday1

Lobster Stew, Dessert and Coffee—50c

Lobster Stew, Lobster Salad, Dessert and Coffee—75c
67-lt

The General Knox bedroom, with its four-poster bed, and fireplace at the left. The beautiful Chinese Chippendale wall
paper is a reproductio n of the original paper
Written By Carlton Miles For Sun-Up, “Maine’s Own Magazine,” anil main entrance which leads directly Union to view the shrine to the mem
to the Oval Room, two stories high ory of one of our noblest patriots.
Reprinted Here By Permission of That Publication

and lighted by a skylight. Double For there is no doubt that this Bos
winding stairways lead to the second ton-born man, taken from the placid
floor. In four of the rooms—draw life of a bookseller to become one
Old in spirit but new in structure General Knox, became greatly inter ing room, General Knox’s bedroom, of Washington’s chief aides, was a
an 18-rcom mansion stands on a hill ested in the movement and pledged to dining room, and eastern bedroom— great, outstanding figure in our War
top at Thomaston, looking down to- | the Memorial his exceedingly valu the original wall papers have been for Liberty.
ward St. George's River. Erected able collection of Knox relics, to be reproduced. In others the paper is
Before he was 21 years old, Henry
less than a year ago it nevertheless is turned over to the Association as soon of the period of the late eighteenth Knox had his own bookshop in Bos
one of Maine’s most interesting his as a fireproof building was ready to century.
ton. Not only was it the rendezvous
toric spots. The Washington bi-cen receive the priceless articles.
On the first floor are reception for fashionable gatherings but it was
tennial will give added glamour to j “Persistent efforts were made to rooms, drawing room, dining room, I there the romance of the young
this imposing edifice for the summer secure legislative aid . ... an appro library, waiting room, kitchen and owner and of Lucy Flucker. daughter
tourists, few of whom will miss an priation of $5000 was voted. In 1924 ’ housekeeper’s rooms, among others. of the Secretary of the Province of
cpportunity to roam through the the movement gained additional mo Climbing up a stairway the visitor Massachusetts, had its beginnings.
replica of Montpelier, the beloved mentum through the organization ot sees first the guest bed chamber, A romantic personality was this Lucy,
Maine heme of General Henry Knox, the Knox Memorial Association, known as the Gold Room, because clinging to her patriot husband al
sponsored by General Knox Chap draperies, wall paper and upholstery though this estranged her from her
our first Secretary of War.
Restoration of ancient houses is ter and having the indorsement of the are gold in color. Off the guest room I loyalist parents. During the Revonot uncommon. Infrequent is the National Society, D.A.R. This idea is a triangular dressing room. On | lutionary War, save for Lafayette,
construction ot a building to dupli was conceived by the late Mrs. Lucy this floor are many bedrooms and a Knox was the youngest general in
cate, to the tiniest detail, the origi Woodhull Hazlett, then known as the I nursery.
Washington's army. His heroic ex
nal. Yet loyal Daughters of the ‘Grand Old Lady of the D.A.R.’ and I The house is filled with articles ploits in transporting ammunition
American Revolution, meeting in who, as a young friend of General once used by Knox while other fur from Fort Ticonderoga to Boston, in
niture and decorative pieces of the crossing the Delaware on that horrific
same period are contributions from Christmas night, at Yorktown, at
interested patrons, many of them Trenton, in taking artillery from the
lrom Cyrus H. K. Curtis. Among the north to Virginia—these are matters
Knox furniture that lias been recov of history. It was Knox who founded
ered is a mammoth mirrored cabinet, the Society of the Cincinnati for
supposed to have been in the s'hip perpetuation of friendship among the
Sally, and first taken to Wiscasset officers of the Revolution; it was
for the house built for Marie Antoin Knox to whom Washington first
ette, who never saw it. Even Gen turned when bidding farewell to his
eral Knox’s personal bathtub was officers in Faunce's Tavern in New
found in an old barn in the neigh York; and it was Knox who was the
borhood.
first Secretary of War under the Con
Tourists may view Knox’s camp federacy and then in Washington’s
chest, his army trunk, his dress administration for almost ten years.
sword and one of the bridle bits
Even after his retirement to his
worn by his horse at the battle of Maine home, Knox continued his
Trenton. Mrs. Knox’s favorite coffee work for his country. He acted as
cup, brass andirons given by the Gen Commissioner of the United States ln
eral to Alexander Hamilton, a Bible settling the Eastern boundary with
presented to the West Parish of the British provinces, as a member or
Thomaston in 1805 and other relics the general court of Massachusetts
are on display. Friends have con and as a member of the governor’s
tributed Sheraton and Jacobean council. He developed lumbering,
chairs, a President Madison bed. por lime burning, ship building and brick
traits, bric-a-brac and articles ot making industries and imported
Montpelier, the Home of Major General Henry Knox
vertu. Detailed description is im blooded stock, setting apart an
Shrubbery was set out last Fall and taken from neighborhood gardens possible; hours might be spent in the island in Penobscot Bay for breeding
that were started in the time of Knox, as the beginning of this chapter of beautifully appointed rooms of the them. His death, ironically, came at
house without actually comprehend the age of 56 as a result of choking
development of grounds.
ing the tremendous task that it has on a chicken bone.
been to assemble furnishings. Yet
Mrs. Knox occupied her Thomaston
Thomaston in 1916, determined to Knox's daughters, often visited the from the first entrance the visitor home until her death in 1824 after
start a fund to erect a facsimile of original Montpelier .... Mrs. Anne feels a sense of beauty in these huge which it housed the family of her
the Knox house, razed forty-five Waldo Lord, wife of Brigadier Gen rooms, each with its white enameled , youngest daughter who married twice.
years before to make way for a rail eral Herbert M. Lord, was elected
road. It took fifteen years more to first president and has continued to
accomplish their purpose but the serve in that capacity . . . The move
mansion, dedicated last July, stands ment assumed much broader scope,
as a perpetual Memorial, rot only to notable among tlie contributors be
(he famous General but also to the ing Andrew W. Mellon and Charles G.
Maine women whose plan expanded Dawes.
into a national project.
“The memorial might never have
Completed in 1795 and situated on been achieved, however, but for the
ground inherited bv Mrs. Knox from 1 generosity of Cyrus H. K. Curtis, who
her English grandfather, Brigadier- has made three donations aggregat
General Waldo—the domain includ ing $101,000 . . . Industrial activities
ing a large part of what now consti on the site of the original mansion
tutes the counties of Lincoln, Knox. mad? it impossible to erect the replica
Waldo and Penobscot—the huge there . . . Mr. Curtis, the financial
home whose exterior suggests the in ponsor, placed his stamp of approval
fluence of southern rather than New on the site now occupied. The lot on
England architecture, was waiting which the new mansion stands was
for the General on his retirement 1 donated by Harry C. Moody of Bos
from Washington's cabinet. Its nine- ton and Thomaston, and from the
foot basement, its living rooms thir broad verandahs visitors will behold
teen feet high and its corresponding the view in which General Knox
ly large bedrooms, were the wonder evrlled—the St. George’s River, up
of the countryside. Talleyrand, La which Waymouth sailed in 1605 be
fayette and Louise Philippe came fore the establishment of the Massa
there to enjoy the hospitality of the chusetts colonies.”
owners. Open house meant from
Once the actual building of the
five to ten guests each day. After memorial to the great bookssllerthe death of General Knox it was oc general-diplomat, had started, willing
cupied by his widow and, later, by her hands contributed to its erection and
daughters until in 1854 it passed into furnishing. Architects, contractors
ether hands and finally was demol and manufacturers gave freely of The Knox kitchen a real museum bit, no piece in it less than 150 years old
—note the bakers and crane with pots of the old days.
ished to make way for the Knox and time and materials. The old man
Lincoln railroad. The servants’ home sion was reproduced as exactly as
on the estate still serves the Maine possible from existing data but it woodwork and corniced celling.
her second husband being John
Central road as a station, said to be was made fireproof to preserve the
The building committee which as Holmes the first United States Sena
the oldest in the country.
gifts of priceless relics. According to sumed active charge of the construc tor elected from Maine. Upon her
• * w •
the same writer: "The foundations of tion included Harry C. Moody as death the house passed into the
Six decades went by before patri concrete, with brick walls from grade chairman. Arthur J. Elliot as acting hands of the older daughter. Lucy,
otic women started a campaign for to first floor were lined with terra chairman, and Mrs. Lois M. Creigh then Mrs. Thatcher. After 1854 Its
a Memorial. According to a writer cotta as a preventive against damp ton, J. C. Perry, Zelma M. Dwinal owners were numerous and it finally
became a ramshackle structure before
ness.
The brick walls continue and Mrs. H. M. Lord.
in the Rockland Courier-Gazette:
Tlie work of furnishing the place its demolition in 1871.
“The movement was begun jointly through the first and second stories,
Beyond tlie actual material side of
in 1916 by the Knox Chapter, D.A.R both interior and exterior. Terra and of duplicating the interior to
and the Knox Academy of Arts and cotta furring lines the exterior walls correspond with the original was di this projpet which has come to so
Sciences. The Academy, feeling that on the inside while on tlie outside of rected by Mrs. Kathleen S. Fuller as successful a completion, there is a
a museum devoted to the natural the building, above the first floor, chairman, assisted by Mrs. Arthur J spirit about the building of Monthistory of Maine would better suit its furring strips are nailed to the brick Elliot. Mrs. Lawrence Dunn, Miss pelier that cannot be captured by
purpose, withdrew by amicable agree work with insulation between, then Elizabeth Washburn, Mrs. L. Bliss words. Co-operation without thought
ment, leaving the patriotic women o' boarded with a facing of siding on th" Gilchrest, Mrs. Helen Smith, Mrs. I of personal gain is sufficiently rare
Thomaston to carry on. For ten front and clapboards on the two John O. Stevens, Mrs. George M. today not to be a cause for wonder
Derry, Mrs. Ernest C. Perry. Mrs. A ing admiration. The devoted citiyears the Chapter, numbering onlv ends.”
The dimensions of the original T. Gould, Mrs. John H. Walter and ! zens who have given of their time
about two-score women, worked inde| and their treasures for the Memorial
fatigably for this object but. at the building were followed closely and Mrs. George B. Wood.
Since the opening of the Memo have demonstrated that loyalty and
end of the period, had succeeded in from the basement to the top there is
accumulating only $4,000. . . Dr an elevation of fifty feet. A wide rial, on July 25 of last year. 3526 patriotism have not vanished. MontHenry Thatcher Fowler^ of Browr verandah circles the mansion and visitors have registered in the guest ■ pelier is the tangible evidence of aa
University, a great-great-grandson of one climbs a stairway to reach the book, coming from every state in the 1 altruistic purpose.

THE SCHOOL LEAGUE

The Courier-Gazette
TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland. Me., June 4, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
June 2. 1932. there was printed a total of
of 6119 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

This is the promise that He hath
promised us, even eternal life.—
I John 2:25.
OPENING MONTPELIER

Every-Other-Da;
1 V. .‘.'i .C t i
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MOUETTE IN WINTER QUARTERS

L ■ _l

Today’s Game At Camden
May Be Stumbling Block
For Vinalhaven
The Remaining Games

Today—Vinalhaven at Camden; St.
5 George at Rockland.
Wednesday—Vinalhaven vs. Lin
coln Academy at Rockland (two
games first commencing at 2 o'clock).
The League Standing

TRUCKS

The doors of the Knox Memorial at
Thomaston High completed its
series yesterday and by losing to LinThomaston will be opened to the
oln was mathematically eliminated
public tomorrow. The story carried
1 from the picture. Vinalhaven still
upon another page may serve to illus
j has Camden to face this afternoon,
trate something of the widening pub
jand then two games with Lincoln
licity that the shrine is continuing
At North Haven the above is a familiar scene—Col. Charles A. Lindbergh's Aademy, which showed a great sDurt
r^lornaston 16
to receive. Other agencies are also yacht Monette, hauled out at J. O. Brown & Son's boat yard. Tender memengaged in spreading to the world ories arc associated with the little craft, for it was on the Mouettc that Col.
.
p^-.
the story of Knox and the perpetua Lindbergh and bride made their honeymoon trip along the Maine coast Vinalhaven ....... 6
I
.857
tion of his memory at his former eluding vigilant reporters, and a curious public which longed to gain a Rockland .......... 7
2
.777
M^%nSt°n ........ •<
t
home in Maine. The surprisingly glimpse of the famous couple.
large number of visitors registered
Sorrowful memories, too, for it was the Mouettc which on a bright June camden ............ g
g
in the brief season that the memorial day last year carried Charles A. Lindbergh Jr. and his nurse, Betty Gow, to st George ......... 1
8
.111
. . . .
stood open to the public in 1931, the North Haven where the child spent a happy summer, thriving amid health' inalhaven 31, St, George 1
succeeding spread of its story at their ful surroundings, its welfare carefully treasured by the members of the
Ge^gT Wedhands, supplemented by the con Dwight W. Morrow family while the parents were on their flight to the
tributed publicity of magazines and Orient.
nesday, which is believed to be a
Standing on the after deck of the Mouettc, as shown in the above picture, league . record.
The
champions
newspapers, offers promise of an
increased interest in the present sea is dimly seen the outline of Floyd Duncan, the Morrow boatman whose scored in every inning, and in the
son, such as should encourage the devoted service for the Morrows and the Lindberghs has earned the highest eighth it looked as if the game would
,
. ...
have to be called as Vinalhaven piled
hearts of those who are giving of esteem of the two families.
up 11 runs on as many hits. Wilson
The Courier-Gazette is indebted to its good friend Frank Beverage, town came to (be rescue Wjth a njee stop
their time and personal service in
and throw to first to retire the side.
bringing to this Thomaston shrine treasurer, for the picture from which the above cut was made.
1
i.
fnreet Thev In thls inning 17 men batted. After
the prominence and success to which
the
colonel
is
trying
to
g
.
>
taking
two strikes batting left-handCol. Lindbergh has plunged into re
its aims and importance entitle it.
search work w’ith a vigor in an effort
••• ••• •••
to put the past behind him. He goes
This season's visitor to Montpelier
Officials believe “ff a private indileft
^mer. Wh.te
almost daily to an extensive labora
will note a number of the details of tory reserved for his personal use in
JeXh'wmk thatThU affair; we
^id and Matson played good ball
furnishing added to since its previ the Rockefeller Institute for Medi
ous year. The chief of these Is to be cal Research, but exactly what he will not say whether Col. Lindbergh - beautiful runing catch to rob White
is here or not."
found in the spacious reception room, does there is undisclosed
Lindbergh, who was known as of a double. Both men had three
A few months ago it became known
the oval room so-called, the floor of that Col. Lindbergh had been working "slim" long before his son was kid hits, two for extra bases.
Vinalhaven plays in Camden Sat
which now supports a splendid Ker- on a centrifugal apparatus designed naped. has obviously lost weight, but
urday with Middleton doing the
his
countenance
is
cheerful.
to
separate
serum
from
the
blood.
mishaw rug of ancient time, while
There is much speculation as to the twirling.
Observers, however, are disinclined
from its ceiling depends a magnifiThe score:
nature
of his work. In connection
to believe his whole attention Is rivetVinalhaven
cent crystal chandelier of the 18th j ed on SUCh a prosaic affair as a centri- with the serum experiment, it was reCentury. These additions, for which fuge. Curiosity has been whetted by j called that Lindbergh's first associathe oval room was waiting, were ! instruction prohibiting employes from tion with the institute was when he Hopkins, ss p ....
,
approaching the Lindbergh labora- flew to Quebec with some anti-pneu- Coombs, p. ss ....
obtained by the chairman of the furQr ^tempting to engage the fa- monia serum provided by it for the GuilSord. 2b, c
nishing committee during the win- \ mous flier in conversation
stricken Floyd Bennett. It is thought White, c 2b
ter and measurably advance this j When Lindbergh sits among them that he might be interested in devel- Young, rf ...... 2
important room toward its destined for luncheon in the restaurant on oping a serum to be carried on polar Arey, rf
the grounds, he is not disturbed, flights, but that is only one of the Lyford, lb ......
place of distinction as the mansion's None speaks of the dire events which guesses.
Middleton, cf ....
chief apartment.
Bickford, If...... 6
Beautiful picture post-cards of the
ROLE OF HERO ROCKPORT HIGH GRADUATES Woodcock, 3b.... 3
Baum. 3b
1
distinctive Lumitone process, presentBright
Young
Folks
Put
Over
An
ing the outside and inner views of the
60 31 26 37 27 11
Interesting Program
place, will be on sale, a package of
St. George
half-a-dozen cards for twenty-five
ab
The graduation of the senior class I
4
R.H.S.. which was held Thursday 1 Johnson, ss
cents.
evening at Town hall was one of the ! Reid, If ............. 5
The story told in the late autumn
Kulju, c ......... 4
most brilliant and pleasing affairs J Wilson, 3b ...... 4
of the extraordinary work done in
of its kind ever held in Rockport. It Anderson, 2b .... 4
the way of tree and shrubbery plant
was named "The Launching of the i Matson, lb ...... 4
ing, is now supplemented by the
Senior Ship" and never was a ship Slingtby, cd .... 3
success that the advent of spring has
more beautifully launched. From J Sivewright, rf ....
visited upon those details of trans
the beginning of the exercises to the Pease, p ........... 1
planting. How admirably they were
C* close the attention of the audience Hautari, p ...... 1
was closely held. The “ship" idea
conceived and carried out, at the
34 4 10 17 27 10 11
was carried out not only in the class
hands of Miss Ruggles and her assist
parts but in the decorations. A Vinalhaven .... 5 2 2 3 1 2 411 1—31
ants, these results disclosed to the
painting of a beautiful ship, done St. George...... 010000030—4
Two-base hits, Johnson. Wilson.
eye testify, illustrating what in the
especially for this occasion by Roland
Richards, a graduate of R.H.S. "30, Matson Hopkins, Guilford (2), Bick
process of time this ornamentation
iJ
Three-base hits,
formed the background and above ford Woodcock.
of the grounds is to bring forth in :
The
pastor
requgpts
that
all mem
ft was the class motto, “Launched Reid. Kulju. Home runs. Hopkins.
ROCKPORT
the completing of the Montpelier
bers of the cabinet attend. Evening
But Not Anchored," in the class White. Struck out by Coombs 9, by
picture.
colors, blue and white. Evergreens Pease 8. by Hautari 1. Bases on balls
Miss Fannie Fuller returned Mon service at 7.30 with music by young
off Coombs 2, off Pease 3. off Hautari
were also effectively used.
The considerable task of spring '
day to Brookline. Mass., after having men; Ladies' Aid Wednesday; Thurs
At 8.15 to the strains of a march 1. Hit by pitcher. Hopkins. Baum. been in town several weeks due to the day evening prayer service followed
house-cleaning has been completed
played by Mrs. Clara Lane, pianist, Pease. Umpires. Monaghan and An illness and death of her mother Mrs. by monthly official board meeting.
under the efficient direction of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Veazie have re
the undergraduates marshaled by derson. Scorer, Johnson.
Emma Fuller.
hostess, Mrs. Sturtevant, so that the
turned from a weekend and holiday
Louise Morong, gracefully wielding
Miss Katherine Shepherd of Win trip to Boston and New York.
the baton, entered the hall and were
mansion will present to the visitor
throp. Mass., is at the home of her
seated. The marshal then retired thy Tolman was now left on board aunt Minnie P. Shepherd, for the
in that connection an illustration of
ship
and
finding
no
place
or
people
and escorted to seats on the stage
summer.
the New England household tidiness
the twelve graduates, seven young that she liked better than Rockport
Invitations are out for the annual
she
returned
there
to
take
up
her
for which the down-east people, of
ladies costumed in wiiite, each with
banquet and business meeting of the
abode.
a single white rose at the belt, and
the twentieth century as well as the
To Louise Sherer fell the duly of R.H.S. Alumni Association to be held
CIGARS
five young men in the conventional distributing gifts to the departing at Masonic hall, June 13 at 6 30, day
18th, ever haye been celebrated.
blue serge, making a picture that voyagers and this she did in a very light time.
All roads this summer will lead to
34tf
will long be remembered. Prayer effective manner. A mystery box was
Puoils of the sub-primary to the
Montpelier.
: was offered by Rev. F. F. Fowle. presented her from the audience and fourth grade inclusive with their
j Greetings to “Friends Gathered to being very anxious to know its con teachers, Mrs. Wilrfia Rhodes and j
i Watch the Launching,” were extend tents she immediately investigated Mrs. Clara Lane, celebrated the clos
A ROCKLAND MOTHER
ed by Geraldine Page, salutatorian, and found it to contain gifts for her ing of the school year with a picnic
The State Federation ot Women's
who then gave a brief but interest classmates which would prove “useful” Friday at the basin, Beauchamp
Clubs, which is carrying on a contest
ing essay on Missionary Work in on this long voyage. Each had been Point. Mis,-, Mildred Graffam, teach
to learn who is the oldest mother in
Burma.
carefully selected for appropriateness er of the fifth and sixth grades, en
Maine, desired this paper to ascertain
Back in 1911. June 6. to be exact,
Ship's Crew bv Thalice Spear
if in Rockland there is a mother 90 Colby defeated Bates 1 to 0 in the was a revjew of the four years spent and the presentations caused much tertained her pupils in a similar man
laughter. Miss Sherer also presented ner at Orcutt’s Beach.
years old or over.
Maine college series. Tlie solitary in Hjgh school anj a description of
Mr. and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn went
There is such a mother—Mrs. Emily ! core was a home run. and the man ,he fivc -handsome and valiant" tokens to the teachers, Mrs. Kora
Farmer, Miss Alice Crocker, Mrs. Saturday to Swan Lake and will oc
Abbott, who in thn coming September
who
made
it
was
Lewis
C.
Sturtevant,
voung
men
an
d
seven
“
charming
and
Adin Hookins and Z. D. Hartshorn in cupy their camp there for the sum
will be 96 years old. Mrs. Abbott was
Who for the past 11 seasons has been demure" voung ladies who made up appreciation of their patience and mer. Mr. Hartshorn has fcr the past
born in Warren (Emily Spear) and coach
of the Thomaston High School , (hc shitys crpw showing it to be well constant thoughtfulnp’s
Cirolvn two years ably filled the position as
came to Rockland in 1857, when she
Graffam then presented Miss Sherer principal of Rockport High and it is
married Joseph Abbott. Here her team. His share in that memorable mannpd for the long journey ahead,
-christening of the Ship" was the with a gift the significance of which deeply regretted by the townspeople
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
home has always been, although now contest was thus described by the
Journal:
| cjass poem by Earle Achorn. It was was fully appreciated by her.
that he felt to tender his resignation
she spends only the summers here, Lewiston
“It was in the eighth. Blake had beautifully worded and excellently
Maurice Miller as valedictorian, to become effective at the close of
the other part of the year being spent
in Birmingham, Mich., with her been retired when up came Sturte- delivered.' Edith Riley chose for her with Heave Ho! as the title of his the school year. A host of friends are
WHY NOT
vant,
catcher
and
captain
of
the
,
;
.
ub
j
rc
^
-Looking
Seaward,"
and
in
a
daughter, Mabel Abbott, now Mrs.
address, feelingly expressed thanks to united in extending best wishes for
BE HAPPZC
Colby
team.
His
wallop
was
mighty,
,
c
barming
manner
she
unveiled
the
teachers, parents, friends and citi the future success of both Mr. and
Henry E. Edwards. Mrs. Abbott 1s in
remarkable possession of health and and will go down in the history of [U(Ure Qf ber classmates. The ship zens who had in any way assisted Mrs. Hartshorn.
spirits and makes the annual journeys Colby prowess. It wasn't so long a ,eft Rockporl Harbor for a trip to the them during their High School course
The date of the mid-summer fair
between Michigan and Maine by au hit as it was well directed. It went Qr-icnt The first stop was at New and with words of counsel to class of the Baptist Ladies’ sewing circle
out over first base down the foul line york where Mauri(;e Turner and mates bade them Good Bye.
tomobile.
A *91
has been set for Aug. 3 to be held
about six feet fair, and nearly to the Carolvn Graf[am becoming infatuatSelections by Marsh's Orchestra on the church lawn.
fence, and when all was over Mr. j ed wjth tho bi city decided to re- and the R.H.S. Glee Club, under the
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Merrifield and
MAKING GOOD CITIZENS
Sturtevant was roosting on the home
direction of Mrs. Esther Rogers, musi son Paul returned Monday to Spring
plate,
and
the
game
was
over
so
far
t
ax
icab
business
and
the
latter
becal instructor, were beautifully rend vale, after spending the weekend and
That Is What Rural Religious Educa
as scoring went.
coming a teacher of physical educa- ered. The ode “Bon Voyage!” com Memorial Day with Mr. and Mrs. B.
tion Seeks To Do
In the third inning Sturtevant hit i don
York University.
The future good citizenry of Knox
field, went second on an error J Tlie stiin then proceeded on its posed by Geraldine Page was sung H. Paul.
by the class after which with appro
Miss Nellie Freethy and M’ss Irene
County is being promoted in large, and stolp tWrd „nlv to be left there,
ccur.se and on reaching Washington
measure by the work of Miss Mar- He hcadfd the Colbv betting order Thalicc Spear departed and later be priate remarks Supt. E. L. Toner pre Wells of Brooklyn spent Thursday
sented the diplomas. In behalf of the with Mrs. Etta Carter, Union street.
garet McKnight, as director of rural and made three of Colby's six hits;
Rev. and Mrs. F. F. Fowle, daugh
religious education, as she goes about besides accepting 14 of his 15 chances came secretary to the President R.H.S. Alumni, Mrs. Dora Packard,
They then struck out to sea and after president, presented to Miss Louise ter Na'alie and son Robert motored
visiting the families in the outlying behind the bat.
several days came to a distant island Sherer '32 the $5 gold piece, the prize Wednesday to West Aina to attend
districts, and in her direct contacts
Good old “Stlvic!''
Don’t mope around in glcom! Buy
where the natives were groping in annually awarded to the pupil having the funeral services of a cousin.
with the children in the schools where |
a car! You can't guess how little.
darkness. Maurice Miller who was made the greatest progress during
Fire apparently from a chicken
a period for religious teaching is al
Come and find out. Guaranteed,
always known for his keen eyesight the school year, and to the class of brooder completely destroyed the
TENANT'S HARBOR
lowed. That she meets with some op
of course.
sometimes seeing too much, decided 1932 the shield for having attained barn and shed and practically ruined
position is shown in the story of the I
. . , .
boys in a household where the director
Sunday morning subject at the to remain and assist these unfortu tho highestmedian rank for the year. the house on Camden road, occupied
1930 Ford Roadster
The exercises closed with benedic by Harold Robbins ar.d owned by Mrs.
had called to encourage attendance Baptist Church will be “God's Serv- nates. At the next island they discov
at Sunday School, and had been met ant Foretelling, or Our Attitude To ered a colony of people afflicted with tion by Mr. Fowle. The graduates Winnifred Richards. Mr. Robbins
1928
Chevrolet Coach
with the disapproval of the father. ward the Future;" music, antnem by various disease and as Earle Achorn were then marshalled from the stage had recently entered upon the chick
1930
Essex Sedan
was
very
much
interested
in
the
to
a
position
at
the
front
of
the
hall
en
raising
business
and
until
that
day
'
Some days later when stopping at
the school grounds, this boy came the choir, solo, Mrs. F. W. Barton; medical profession he and Louis' where a reception followed. Mem had several hundred chickens in the
1929
Dodge
Coupe
towards her, loudly exclaiming. "I communion at tlie close of the morn- Sherer as his assistant took up their bers not included in the program brooder house, but expecting the arri- (
1929
Ford
Roadster
ing
service
Bible
school,
11.45.
At
7.30
abode,
val
of
more
he
had
removed
them
to
[
were Weston Arey, Constance Well
don't believe in God." The other side
London was the next stop and here man. Dorothy Tolman, Vcre Crockett another building and the entire lot i 1928 Bu'ck Coach
of the story is well illustrated by the the High School baccalaureate address
will
be
delivered
by
Mr.
Barton;
Vere
Crockett
decided
to
erect
a
gawas thus saved. However a small 1
Maurice Turner, Carolyn Graffam.
boy who during class lesson, in day
1830 Chevrolet Sedan
flock of ducks were burned as well as
school was discussing what God has spccial music, violin solo by Miss Ivy rage, another of the Crockett chain
Falla,
and
vocal
solos
by
Mrs.
F.
W.
I
scattered
throughout
the
world
and
Don’t take chances without automo several hundred dollars worth of tools
1928 Durant Roadster
provided. Mention was made of the
fruit, vegetables, flowers, etc., and the | Barton and James Cant. As has , the last heard from him he was tcll- bile insurance. Insure your automo belonging to 57r. Robbins. The con
1930
Ford Tudor
boy 'said, "And He is building us a been
■— the custom in the past, other ing King George how he made the bile today with Roberts & Veazie, tents of the house were saved.
1928 Dodge Sedan
Rev. and Mrs. G. F. Currier and
beautiful kingdom isn’t He?” Seeing churches in the town are invited to basket that won the game for Rock- Inc.. M. F. Lovejoy, manager, Masonic
40-S-tf
Charles Weed are spending the week
the awakening of a great idea in the unite and make it a union service. oort High in U.S.A. At Italy Weston Temple, Rockland.
child mind the director asked who is it 1 Mid-week servic Wednesday eve- Arey became a fruit vendor because
with relatives at Corinna.
We Do Our Own
of his fondness for bananas. On ai
The Community Vacation Bible
that is doing all this for us?” and ' ning at 7.30.
“The cuckoo leaves the sunny for
riving at the Orient Geraldine Page ests of Africa for our shores once a School will begin Monday morning at
the boy answered, “God, and He is
Financing
became a missionary, a work for year," says a naturalist. No wonder 8 30 at the Baptist Church under the
really our Heavenly father, isn’t He?"
which
she
was
well
fitted
it's called a cuckoo.—Punch (Lon direction of Rev. F. F. Fowle and Rev.
“Which one of these boys do you want j 1855
1932
Argus Island was the last stopping don).
G. F. Currier.
for your future citizen in Knox Coun
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
place
before
starting
on
the
return
At the MethodistChurch Sunday
ty?” asks the correspondent who told
Waldoboro
and
Rockland
trip and here Constance Wellman felt
Another way to retrench would be at 11 o'clock the pastor will speak on
of these incidents. "Could anything
Highlands
she could make her life of service by to quit paying salaries to the unem the subject “These Three.”
This
be better than helping promote and
Artistic Memorials In Stone
teaching the natives how farming ployed who occupy posts in public service will be preceded by Sunday 1
27 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
carry on the good work already be
122S-tf was done in Rockport. Only Doro office.—Arkansas Gazette.
School at 10; Epworth League at 6.30.
gun in this field of rural education?” I

Biggest Truck Values Ever
1927 Reo

$75.00

1931 Chev.

$375.00

1930 Chev.

$225.00

1930 Chev.

$250.00

1929 Chev.

$125.00

1931 Chev,

$550.00

1929 GMC

$75.00

With a large plate form body. In good run
ning condition and capable of doing a lot of
work.
157” wheel base dual wheels. Looks and runs
like new. A whale of a bargain at this price
for anyone with work for a truck this size.

131” wheel base truck for road work or gen
eral trucking. This job will pay for itself in
no time.

Six wheel, extra long. Just the thing for haul
ing long lumber or pipe. In good mechanical
condition and looks fine.
131” wheel base all ready to go to work.
Looks good and runs better than that. Some
one will put this truck to work and earn good
money.
Hydraulic dump and steel body. This truck
has had exceptional care and very small mil
age. All ready for road work.
It won’t take long to earn enough to pay for
this one. It’s a 1929 too.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

PItKUlWDELIVERY

1

B.C.M.

NO
EXIRA
COSE

Maine Central Railroad

66-7(

SPECIAL TERMS

While Hoover Experts
HOOVER

SILVER JUBILEE

SPECIAL OFFER
ONLY

Balance in greatly re
duced monthly pay
ment*, for a Silver
Jubilee Hoover and
Dusting Tool# or
Duatette

ARE HER]
If you want to get one of
the new Silver Jubilee
Hoovers on very special
terms, buy it while the
Hoover factory experts are
in town. They are here lo
show you the newest and

most advanced cleaning
methods, embodied in the
three new Silver Jubilee
Hoovers. They will call, on

request, any time you say.
#
* *
Free Inspection ' of
Hoovers! That is another
feature of their visit. Ad

justments without charge
by skilled factory men.
Replacements at mini
mum cost. Leave.your
name for this service.

Central Maine Power Co.
Phone 529 or 530

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
June 4—1. O. O. F. district meeting In
Rockland.
June 8 — Thomaston High School
graduation.
June 9— Rockland High School gradu
ation.
June 9-13—Commencement at Uni
versity of Maine.
June 10—Rockland schools close.
June 10—Rockland High School alum
ni reception.
June 10-13—Bates College commence
ment.
June 10-13—Colby College 111th com
mencement.
June 11—At Fort Knox, dedication of
Waldo-Hancock Bridge.
June 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange meets In Vinalhaven.
June 13 (7 p. m. standard)—Meeting of
State of Maine Blueberry Growers Asso
ciation In West Rockport
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
bodies hold Encampment Week at Rockiand.
June 16—Annual banquet of Lincoln
Academy Alumni Association In New
castle.
4ga
June 17—Lincoln Academy Commence
ment.
June 17—Camden High School gradua
tion at the Bok amnhltheatre.
June 18—State conventions of Spanish
War Veterans and Auxiliary.
June 20—Primary election.
June 22—Downey’s Circus, Pleasant
street lot.
June 23—Graduation exercises of Knox
Hospital Nurses' Training School.
June 24—St. John’s Day.
Aug. 2—Annual convention of ThreeQuarter Century Club In Skowhegan.
Aug. 20—Annual muster of Maine
8tatc Hand Engine League In Skowhe
gan.
Aug. 31—Total eclipse of the sun, par
tially visible In Knox County.

WEATHER

THREE MEN AND A PIG
When John G. Snow wefit to demonstrate a new car for State Patrol
man George I. Shaw in Warren yes
terday forenoon, he didn't know that
he was paving the way for an adven
ture that would have made an excel
lent comedy film.
They had been on the road only a
short time before they came across
a Warren woman who was seeking to
recapture an escaped pig. The little
porker was enjoying the rare June
day to the utmost, apparently repentent at times, and then cleverly elud
ing his pursuer who was rapidly tiring
of the chase.
Patrolman Shaw and Capt Snow
gallantly went to the rescue, but the
pig outwitted the resourceful pair.
Along came—not Ruth, but Nelson
Carr, purveyor of sweetmeats.
"Watch me!” shouted “Tish", and
quitting the driver's seat he made a
dive for the recreant pig. On the foot
ball field it would have been a perfect

tackle, but the cement highway was
not a gridiron, and the pig was not
a gridster.
The result was that Mr. Carr landed
face first on the cruelly hard pave
ment, and the squealing pig shot
around the endi for a 10-yard gain,
stopping just long enough to grunt
derisively at Carr, and appearing to
smile.
Anyhow, the spectators did.
Finally the mischievous refugee
was captured, the trio of pursuers
bore him back to the pen in triumph.
"Are they all in. now?" asked the
grateful woman.
“All!” they exclaimed in a chorus.
"Why, yes,” said the woman, “there
should, be three in the pen.”
In restoring one they had allowed
the other two to go at large, and the
work had to be done all over again
but twice as much of it, and when
the round-up had been accomplished
the pigs were not the only ones
grunting.

Miss Mary Johnson is clerking at
the Western Union telegraph office.

FRANK P. PACKARD
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IN THE
CHURCHES

You Can Still Save $10.00

JUNE SALE
of the

World’s Most Famous Range Burner
tt

LYNN”

SERMONETTE

DeLuxe

Complete and Installed

Abhorred By All

Frank P. Packard, a well known
Claremont Commandery Monday merchartt of the Northend died May
night will make its final decision in 21, at his home. Bay View square.
regard to St. John's Day celebration. He had been in feeble health for two
or three years, but continued to at
The baccalaureate service of the tend to business until within about
clAss of 1932, R.H.S., will be held at two weeks before his demise.
the First Baptist Church Sunday
He was born Dec. 11, 1852, son of
evening at 7.30.
Reuben and Anastasia (Mathews)
Packard, in a house which stood on
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦❖♦■{•♦♦♦❖•I1
the corner of Main street and Tillson
TWILIGHT LEAGUE
avenue, where The Thorndike now
stands.
The managers and executives
He attended the public schools, but
left during his High School years,
of the Knox County Twilight
League are requested to meet J and followed the sea for a short time
in coastwise vessels. That not being

Across the street mother calls
her little daughter. It is twilight.
No thought crosses her mind that
daughter may not come. She be
lieves her child is safe, for.this is
America. So also believed1 two of
the Nation's best beloved parents.
They were wrong. Life is not safe
in our country today, if there be
sufficient profit for its extinguish
ment. We have become lawless.
While the mother's voice floated
into the night the radio told of
the finding of the crushed babe,
taken from his crib, murdered
and cast aside.
The entire Lindbergh case is
stamped across our boasted civili
zation as a scarlet letter branded
Hester Prynne. As the President
says, thi6 case must never be
shelved. This Republic has been
defied. Added to the monstrous
crime is the unspeakable brutality
of John Hughes Curtis. No selfrespecting man or woman ought
ever again have anything to do
with such a beast. He should live
among men as a thing apart. If
he had accomplices, as now seems
probable, they too should share
the same fate. The era of the
gangster must end if the Nation
values its good name.
Crime, in every age, coins a lan
guage of its own. Certain ex
pressions mark the American era
of rackets—“lynch law,” “taken
for a ride,” “put on the spot,”
“bumped off.” They are dis
tinctive and mark the depths of
our shame. Let us not alibi these
ruffians, murderers, racketeers,
kidnappers, blackmailers, destroy
ers of the character of the dead,
these torturers of the living, by
pleading the 18th amendment.
Dress Gaston Means and John H.
Curtis in “yellow sanbenitos" and
let them walk as things apart.
W. A. Holman.

With $10.00 Worth of Extra

Equipment

$57'50

Fog overspread the landscape
early this morning, so dense that
the huge stacks of the cement plant
were invisible from the roadway;
and if the fashion was for contend
ers in the high school league games
to meet before breakfast instead of
this afternoon, the ball' could hardly
in the American Legion rooms, £ , (0 ^jg liking he entered the employ
have been seen on its trip from
Rockland at 8 o'clock, daylight, * j of A j Bird & Co. at the age of 18,
pitcher to plate. The mist has
Friday^ nigjit, June 10, to make * i where he remained seven years. He
cleared under the morning sun to
plans for the coming season.
another fine day, warmer than yes
GILBERT-KNIGHT
then clerked for a short time in C. W.
terday and wind west. It was 60 at U4**++*++**++++*4“>*4-***+ ®erry's S'0C"y store j" Watertown,
8 o'clock this morning, 66 at noon
The home of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
1 Mass. He then went to Appleton
The formal opening of Hotel Har where he farmed for a short time. Knight, Frederick street, was the
yesterday, with southwest wind. To
morrow probably cloudy.
ris in Rumford has been postponed Returning to Rockland for a num scene of a charming wedding yester
from June 15 to June 20. H. C. ber of years he was employed by the day afternoon when their daughter,
Ruth Mayhew Tent, meets Monday' Robertson, formerly of Rose-Anne A. F. Crockett Co.. From there he Elizabeth Arlene was married to
night.
Lodge, East Union, is manager.
went to Albert C. Gay & Co., when Osgood A. Gilbert Jr., of Melrose,
the firm did business at Rankin block, Mass., and Rockland, in the presence
TEL. 730
Brainerd Thurston and Kenneth and continued with that firm after it of immediate relatives of the two
Philadelphia Colored Giants
families
and
a
small
group
of
intimate
Thurston, Boy Scouts of Rockville, at moved to Tillson avenue. Aug. 5,
Togus tomorrow.
tended the Universalist Church Sun 1899, he engaged in business at 4 friends. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
pastor of the First Baptist church,
A special meeting of the Auxiliary day with the other Scouts and Camden street with H. B. Fales, officiated, using the double ring ser
marched
in
the
parade
on
Memorial
under
the
firm
name
of
Fales
&
of Winslow-Holbrook Post has been
Packard. Thirteen years later the vice.
Day.
called for Monday evening at 7.30.
House decorations featured spring
business was'sold to the A. D. Bird
flowers,
tulips and narcissi, with white
Pray?” The baccalaureate services
Baseball at Community Park this Co. In Sept. 1913 Mr. Packard went and purple
The American Legion Auxiliary
lilacs, predominating.
of the Rockland High School will be
sewing circle will meet Monday afternoon—Rockland vs St. George, i into business at his home, Bay View The artistic decorations were by Mrs.
held in this church at 7.30. Mr.
afternoon at 2 o’clock at Legion hall. It would seem that an easy victory is square, which he continued until a George Avery, Mrs. Leonard Camp
MacDonald's subject will be, "We
in store, but a defeat would be cal short time ago when failing health bell 2d, Miss Pearl Borgerson and
Finish, To Begin.” The happy prayer
amitous for Rockland's possibility of compelled his retirement. Mr. Pack Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook.
Knox Aerie of Eagles will have its tying Vinalhaven in the pennant race. ard also worked for the late E. S.
and praise meeting Tuesday at 7.30
The wedding march was played by
annual installation next Tuesday
p. m. The “Rainbow Hour” will be
Bird and others who were in the Miss Marian Starrett of Thomaston.
night with lobster supper after the
broadcast from this church Wednes
Numerous
improvements
arc
being
I
grocery
business
here.
The
bride's
attendant
was
her
sister,
work.
day evening Prom 6 to 6.30 over
made on the premises at Drift Inn,
He was married Aug. 26, 1876, to Alberta, and Mr. Gilbert had as
WLBZ.
Martinsville, not the least of which Miss Philena Brewster, by whom groomsman his brother, George, of
• • • •
The Red Cross will hold their well will be installation of a tennis court. I there were two sons, Ernest B. and
baby clinic at Grand Army hall Mon Manager Hupper, newly in charge ' Neil B., who survive. After Mrs. Melrose.
At
Pratt
Memorial
M. E. Church,
The bride’s gown was a lovely crea
day from 2 to 5 p. m. Physician in there, is making an excellent lm- Packard’s death he was married to tion of white net appliqued with white
Rev. H. H. Manr, pastor, services
Sunday will be: Morning service at
attendance.
Miss Sarah Brewster, Oct. 24, 1906. satin. She wore a white hat and car
pression with the patrons.
10.30, subject "The Christ In Life’s
Mr. Packard was one of the oldest ried an arm bouquet of roses. Her
The Knox Hospital Alumni AssoSt. Peter's Church (Episcopal), Rev. Clouds;” two anthems by the choir,
Foye Brown and Alton Lewis of members of Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., bridesmaid's gown was of blue linen
elation following the trend of busi- North Haven left last night for and Rockland Encampment, I.O.O.F, lace with matching hat, and she car E.O. Kenyon, rector; The services for “Breast the Waves, Christian," and
ncss has reduced the fee for special Boston to see the weekend ball Genial and companionable he will be ried an arm bouquet of roses and tomorrow will be appropriate for the "If You Love Me.” The sacrament
nursing from $42 to $35 per week.
sweet peas.
second Sunday after Trinity. Holy I of the
, Lord's
. ... supper will be adminisgames. They were accompanied by greatly missed in the community.
Funeral services were held at the
An informal reception followed the communion at 7.30, church school at ^red a£ Hus service. Sunday school
Frank D. Healey who will also be a
One of the interesting sights in bleacherite, later spending two weeks home, Rev. Howard A. Welch of War ceremony. Amid the usual merri 9.30. choral eucharist and sermon at at 12; Epworth League at 6: evening
service 7.15, subject “Tasting the
this city at present is the beautiful with his daughter in Framingham, ren. a former pastor, and Rev. L. G. ment the young couple made their 10.30, vespers at 7.30 p. m.
Fruit of the Christian Life.” Sing
....
lilac tree on the grounds of Mrs. and attending the graduation of his Perry of the Littlefield Memorial escape for a short wedding trip to a
ing at this service will be ied by
Free Baptist Church officiated. Many destination undivulged. Mrs. Gil
Adelaide Butman, North Main street. grand-daughter, Virginia.
Children's
Day
will
be
observed
at
Parker Worrey, assisted by the or
beautiful flowers were in ' evidence. bert's traveling suit was of sax blue,
the Congregational Church tomor
Miriam Rebekan Lodge meets [ Bridgton Academy’s track team i Interment was in Sea View cemetery. with matching accessories. On their row morning at 10.30 o’clock. An in chestra. Midweek service Tuesday
at 7.15, after which a short meeting
return they will go to housekeeping
Tuesday evening at 7.30 when there;closed a long and hard schedule by T1'p bearers wTre
T„ W,ade’
teresting program has been prepared. of the official board and Sunday
will be degree work for two candi- I winning State championship honors A- Jameson, David L. McCarty and in an apartment at 9 Suffolk street, Included will be a service of christen
school board will take place.
which is furnished and waiting.
dates. A humorous program and among prep schools at the University Benjamin B. Bisbee.
ing and the presentation of Bibles to
• • • •
The
gifts
of
pewter,
silver,
china,
refreshments are added features.
of Maine. Great credit is due Alton
the third year class who will be pro
linen,
etc,
testify
to
the
popularity
of
Rev.
George
H. Welch at the Uni
Keene of Camden, who has been an
The playlets, “A Royal Spark” and
the couple who begin their married moted from the primary to the junior versalist Church at its 10.45 a m. serv
Irving Beach of Brunswick who outstanding star in the sprints and , “The Rector," given Wednesday eve- life with the good wishes of hosts of department.
ice will have as the topic of his ser
« • • «
has been in a hospital following a discus, and he is undoubtedly the best ning in the Methodist vestry under friends.
mon "Social Problems and Christian
murderous assault several weeks ago schoolboy sprinter in the State, as he the auspices of the Epworth League
At
First
Church
of
Christ,
Scien

The
bride
is
a
graduate
of
Rock

ity.” The quartet will sing "Rejoice
were enjoyed by a large and appreci
was expected to be discharged tho has shown during the past season.
ative audience. The cast of the for land High School and also of the tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster Greatly” by Marston, and “My
latter part of this week. His recov
Western
Union
Simplex
School
at
streets
Sunday
services
are
at
10.30
The Congregational Sunday School mer consisted of Carol Gardner, Rahway, N. J. She has been an effi and the subject of the lesson sermon Heaven in Thee” by Charles Scott.
ery has been most encouraging.
will observe its annual Children’s Charles Ellis, Donna deRochemont, cient operator at the local Western tomorrow will be “God the Only Church school at noon. Knicker
bocker Class has suspended its meet
The annual get-together dinner for Day by a special program at the Carolyn McAllister, Stanley Quinn, Union office, and it is gratifying to Cause and Creator." Sunday School ings until October. Tire week’s activi
Gladys
Strout
and
Stanley
Gay;
and
regular
church
hour,
10.30
o'clock.
know that she will contihue her duties is at 11.45. Wednesday evening tes ties include Mission Circle Wednes
the Jewish Home for the Aged will
of “The Rector,” Helen deRochemont,
be held in Portland June 26. This There will be songs and recitations Ruth Marston, Esther Chapman, there for a time at least. She is an timony meeting is at 7.30. The read day at the St. Clair cottage, at Cres
by
the
children,
a
service
of
christen

accomplished violinist and a member ing room1 is located at 400 Main cent Beach,
will be one of the largest Jewish as
Julia Maloney, Mary Stockbridge.
* * * a
semblages ever held in the State, it is ing and the usual presentation of Hazel Vasso and Charles Ellis. Miss of the Rubinstein Club. Mr Gilbert street, and Is open week days from
the son of Osgood A. Gilbert of Mel 2 until 5 p. m.
expected. Several plan to attend Bibles to those graduating from the
The
morning
sermon at the Little
Mary
Pike
of
the
High
School
faculty
primary department. The Pilgrim
* » » «
rose. is a graduate of the Stone School,
from this city.
field Memorial Church will be an
Choir will cooperate in the musical won much favor by her capable Boston. He was prominent in athletics
The subject of the sermon at the answer to the sermon the pastor
coaching. Miss Margaret B. Johnson during school life and last winter
Mrs. Belle Frost and Mrs. Mabel program.
acted as business and advertising coached the hockey team here with First Baptist Church Sunday morn preached last Sunday morning. The
Thorndike were taken into member
ing will be. “A Communion Medita topic Is, "The Christ Who Supplies
success. He is employed by E. O. tion.” Church school, with classes Our Needs." The choir will sing the
The circus is coming, sure enough. manager.
ship at the meeting of Edwin Libby
Philbrook
<&
Son.
Relief Corps Thursday evening. A Fred C. Kilgore, contracting agent of
A degree team from Edwin Libby
Out of town guests were Capt. Os for all pges, at noon. The Christian anthem. “Hope Thou In God," and
committee meeting has been called Downie Bros, three-ring circus was in
Relief
Corps
has
been
selected
to
good A. Gilbert. George Gilbert, Erv- Endeavorers will meet at 6.15. Mrs. Mrs. Christine Dorman and Mrs.
for Monday afternoon to discuss the city yesterday and completed ar
Frohock will speak to the young peo- Grace Fish will sing a duet. Junior
rangements for the appearance of exemplify the work when the State ing Cook and J. Franklin Merrill, of pie on the topic, “How Should We church in the vestry at the same
plans for the State convention.
that circus here. The show date has convention is held in this city the Melrose, Mass.; Lewis White of Bos
Keen interest has developed in the been announced as Wednesday. June week of June 20. It will be made ton; Roger Swett of Lynn, Mass; Miss
tournaments at the Rockland Coun 22. There will be a street parade. up thus: Elizabeth Barton president, Janet Folsom of Arlington, Mass.;
try Club this season. Today there Downie Bros, circus, which is under Annie Mullen, vice president, Bessie and Miss Seraphine Knight of Lin
is being held a handicap tournament the personal management of Charles Haraden secretary, Hattie Higgins colnville. The wedding refreshments
against par of the course, giving local Sparks, is said to be largest show In treasurer, Ella McMillan chaplain, were served by Miss Alma Knight.
golfers an opportunity to get a blow the world that still retains the pa Velma Marsh conductor, Amanda Mrs. Campbell, Mrs. Daniel Snow and
rade. The circus billposters will be Choate guard, Maud Cables past Miss Frances Knowlton.
at the old gentleman.
here soon to place their alluring post president, Julia Huntley patriotic In
Chester Wyllie, Warren tenor, was ers. The circus will be held on Pleas structor, Amy Tripp pianist, Irene
PARK THEATRE
My place is so large that I can increase my volume 50 per cent
Winslow Fraternity, Sarah Samson
guest artist on the Baptist broad ant street.
Comedy in the Continental manner
and give employment to some deserving mechanics if I have good
Charity, Bertha Higgins Loyalty,
cast Wednesday night and won wide
will be seen Monday and Tuesday
luck, pay my taxes and coal bill this winter.
approval by the beauty of his sing
Mrs. C. N. Garland, 61, wife of the Effie Walsh, Eliza Plummer, Priscilla
,
Washing $1.75
Body Wash $1
ing. Mr. Wyllie's voice Is ideal for Rev. Carl N. Garland, formerly of Smith and Adelma Mullen flag girls. when “But the Flesh Is Weak,” Is
broadcasting, both by quality and by Rockland, is at the Frisbie Memorial Mrs. Augustus Huntley will be the shown.
Alemiting, genuine Alemite grease used, $1.25
Robert Montgomery, who appeared
soloist.
The
staff
has
been
drilled
by
interpretative power.
Hospital, suffering from injuries to
Your headlights focused for a year for $1
with such signal success in “Private
her head and face and possible in Mrs. Mildred Thomas, past president,
Labor $1 an hour
The new sign, silver letters on a ternal injuries, received when the and will exemplify the work on Lives," “Shipmates,” “The Man in
black background, extending across machine in which she and her hus Thursday morning of convention Possession” and other films, was
I
have
the
highest
grade
equipment in the city and Use genuine
the entire front of the Stoningtoff band were riding was struck by a week. Edwin Libby Relief Corps has chosen to play the star role. Heather
replacement parts for your car
Thatcher,
an
English
actress
whose
Furniture Co.'s store, came from the Boston and Maine passenger train 14 selected as its convention committee
Open Saturday Evenings
Free Parking Saturday Nights
studio of E. H. Crie, and nicely har miles north of Rochester, N. H. Elizabeth Barton, chairman, Mary chief claim to fame in America is the
monizes with, the improvements The Garland machine had almost Cooper, Bessie Haraden and Millie fact that she wears a monocle, but
Battery
Charging
Free Towing In City Limits
who is one of the leading stage play
which have recently been made upon cleared the tracks when it was struck Thomas.
ers of London: has a supporting role.
by the train. The car was thrown to
the block.
Nora Gregor, another name un
one side, and Mrs. Garland was
Gold neaaea canes of a somewhat
The annual meeting of the local thrown out. Splintering windshield gaudy design suddenly made their familiar to American screen fans, also
appears on the program of the new
W.C.T.U. was held at the home of glass caused the cuts to her face. appearance on the street yesterday screen play. Miss Gregor is one of
TELEPHONE 121—W
SPRING STREET
Mrs. Francis Hall, Center street. Railroad officials rushed the injured and proved to have been brought
Vienna's
most
famous
actresses.
—
adv.
These officers were elected: Presi pair to the hospital from which the home as souvenirs by the Lions who
dent, Mrs. Hope Brewster; secretary, Rev. Mr. Garland was released after attended the district convention in
MARRIED
Miss Florence Hastings; treasurer treatment for cuts and bruises. His Portland.
Present on Thursday GILBERT-KNIGHT—At Rockland. June
wife
was
kept
at
the
institution,
but
Miss Ada Young; vice president at
from this section were King Lion and
3. by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald Os
large, Miss Alena Young; vice presi her condition was not believed serious Mrs. Blake Annis, Past President
good A. Gilbert, Jr., of Melrose. Mass,
and
Miss Elizabeth A. Knight of Rock
dent in the churches—Mrs. Kate by attendants.
Frank H. Ingraham and Mr. and Mrs.
land.
Brawn, First Baptist; Miss Mabel
Carlton E. Morse, representing the HOPKINS-AREY—At Camden. May 28.
Seavey, Littlefield Memorial; Miss
The Publicity Bureau's campaign Rockland Club; and King Lion
by Rev. Ralph H. Hayden. Fran*’in
Ada Young, Congregational; Mrs. for markers to designate the names Charles A. Perry, Arthur Huse, David
Wooster Hopkins of Camden and Miss
WHITE AND COLORS
Leah Louise Arey of Vinalhaven.
Ida Simmons, Methodist; Mrs. Etta of towns through which tourists are Crockett and George Foster, repre
Stoddard, Universalist.
passing has received a spurt in recent senting the Camden-Rockport Club.
Now you can paint your home and give it a beautiful
DIED
weeks. A marker of the standard de A combined Rockport and Camden FISH—At West Rockport. June 4, Am
appearance.
This paint protects any outside surface
George King, of the Hawaiian sign, which may be obtained for $10 High School Band, sponsored by the
brose E. Fish, aged 82 years. 11 months.
Studio Players of Station WCSH, has been ordered for Bryant’s Pond, Camden-Rockport Club furnished
for many years and will not lose its smooth lustrous
26 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o’clock
from West Rockport chapel. Burial
will be at the Maine Music Store, while from Mrs. W. R. Pattangall of music at the luncheon and banquet,
finish. Take advantage of this amazingly low price.
in Appleton.
Rockland,
Wednesday
afternoon, Augusta, of the roadside beautifica and earned a very complimentary
KINNEY
—At Boston. June 2. J. Rodney
Give
us your order today.
June 8, to teach the guitar and to tion committee, comes a request for reference from District Governor
Kinney, aged 44 years. 6 months. 29
meet all who may wish instruction 30 photographs of the Windham Hill Emerson. Messrs. Ingraham, Annis
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 p. m., day
light, at Wiley’s Corner chapel.
In the playing of the Hawaiian guitar, sign to be distributed to towns in and Perry served on committees. Im
Made by the makers of MONARCH PAINT
Spanish guitar, tenor banjo, or y)iu Kennebec County. The Garden Club mediate Past President Hodges of PAGE—At East Boston. Mass., June 1.
George Page. Funeral Saturday
if Thomaston also has written for in Lions International made several ref Capt.
lele.—adv.
from Advent Church. Port Clyde, at
formation regarding the markers and erences to the district convention in
3.30 daylight.
Sunshine Society will have a rum the Lubec Herald prints a story about Rockland two years ago, saying, SIMMONS—At Rockland. June 4. Minnie
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 745-W
G.. wife of L. W. Simmons, aged 57
mage sale at the former Woolworth them with the headline: “Lubec among other things, that it was the
years. 4 days. Funeral Monday at
store Monday beginning at 9 a. m.— ■Should Have Some Of These Town best district convention he had at
2 oclock from the residence, 21 Wil
54-59
adv.
66*67 i Markers.”
tended up to that time.
low street.

1 Double Barrel Rack

2 Self-Closing Faucets
50 Gallons of Oil
Time Payments If Desired

Bicknell Block

507 Main St.

Come In and See The Lynn Under Fire

NILO’S GARAGE

$

2-55-Gallon Tanks

A. C. McLOON <S CO

Down Come Prices
at NILO’S

HOUSE
PAINT

Extra Equipment Includes:—

Per
1.99 Gallon

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

hour. Sunday school at 11.45; B.Y. be held. Regular prayer service on
P.U. at 615, led by Miss Arlene Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Chaples. Evening service at 7.15, the
pastpr's subject will be “The Com
munion Service and Spiritual Help.” IRENE MARIE YOUNG
The Lord’s supper will be observed
Pianoforte Instructor
at the close of the service. Any who
Beginners 50 cents
are thinking of church membership
Advanced Students $1
or baptism will please see the pastor.
67* It
Monday evening at 7.30 the annual
Thomaston, Me.
business meeting of the church will18 Georges St.

HOT
SPOT
SPECIALS
FOR SATURDAY
FRESH

MACKEREL
COME AND GET ’EM

FRESH STRING

BEANSZ 5,25c
»c
Ham "Z 23lb
SUGAR

CURED

Bacon 2fc25c

YOU CAN’T GO WRONG
___________________ ON ANY OF THESE FOLKS

PERRY’S MARKET
SPARTON
RADIO
SERVICE

SALES

Q

Distributors For Auto—Electric Supplies

Prompt Service

Give Us A Try

F. W. FARREL CO.
643 MAIN ST,

TEL. 661
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Frank Gross who has been guest
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dramas for publication, but now he ! selections by the choir.
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4 0 1 1 1 1 0 of Mr. and1 Mrs. H. W. Fifield, re'21 daughter Jeanne of Boston spent
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game
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is doing one for the stage. It is |
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Mr. and Mrs. William Carr of Port
of Torozko," a Hungarian comedy
land
visitor
Wednesday.
Appleton and Camden nines played very good. In the other game the
land were overnight guests of their
by Otto Indig.
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36
11
18
24
10
6
on Appleton grounds Sunday aft Dragons slaughtered Rockville 12 to 1
Mrs. Ross Gray and daughter left parents Sunday returning home
ville A. c
ernoon, score 8 to 6 in favor of Apple- The standing:
Wednesday for Edgartown, Mass.
Monday afternoon.
r
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h
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O. O. McIntyre tells us that every i ton.
W
L PC.
Mrs. Charles Kittredge and daugh
Mrs. Vesper Burton, Mrs. Annie
800 tj. Starr, c ...... 4 0 0 () 6 2 0
writer he knows has an eager zest for ) P- D. Perry recently bought a cow South Thomaston ...... 4 1
4 1 2 *3 0 1 0 ter Mrs. George Gtari) returned Burton, Mrs. H. H. Griffin, Mr. Hergoo
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Whitehead
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2
some form of writing totally outside:of Mr- Marriner of North Searsmont
bolzheimer of Reading, Mass., were in
goo 1 M. Starr, p, lb 2 1 0 0 1 4 0 Wednesday from Rockland.
Mrs. Clarissa Perry and son are Dragons ....................... 3 2
his metier.
Miss Carrie Pendleton left Tues town last weeJocalling on friends and
500 Graffam, 2b .... 4 0 1 1 2 0 2
__ .u It is .with these efforts
. visiting her father and grandfather Kickapoo ..................... 2 2
relatives.
they are the most meticulous, such in Belfast
,
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Pirates .......................
1 3
scribbling proving a diversion—a
Mr. and Mrs. Hector Carney went
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Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Whittaker Rockville ....................... 1 4
Harrington of Wheeler's Bay were
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pleasant detour from the hum-drum of Bangor were guests Sunday of Mr
of customary routine
Mrs. Ralph Doughty recently visit callers on relatives and friends here
3 0 0 0 1 3
and Mrs. J. F. Moody.
Coming Games
Rupert Hughes for ten years de
Thursday of last week.
j Ed. Lofman, cf 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 ed friends in Swan’s Island.
Mrs. Lucy Knight of Lincolnville
Kickapoo vs. South Thomaston at Guna, p
Housekeepers at Union Church
voted most of his time to the least was a( j.j z. Fuller’s last Saturday
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Adams are
Rockland
profitable of his works—the life of
Elbridge Perry is ill
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 circle Thursday were Mrs. Robert again occupying the Waldron farm!
Collamore, ss
Pirates vs. Rockville at Rockville.
Carney, Mrs. Mary Noyes, Mrs. E. G. for the summer. Mr. Adams is ini
George Washington in several vol- i Memorial Day exercises were held
Whitehead vs. Dragons at Thom
29 3 5 6 21 12 8 Carver and Mrs. Albert Carver.
|)(K)r health and is glad to see all his
umes. He sacrificed many tempting Monday afternoon at the cemetery
Junior Prom at Town hall tonight. I [rjends
Dragons ............ 4 1 0 1 2 3 0 x—11
offers to do the research work nec- and at Union Church. The address aston.
Herbert Libby of Westwood, Mass.. ' Mf and Mrs MiUedge RandaU
Rockville .......... 00100002—3
essary for such voluminosity.
was gjelivered by Rev. R. H Moyle ot
Kickapoo 4, Whitehead 3
Two-base hits, I,add, Day O'Brien. Is,
Meredith Nicholson loves to write union and choir and orchestra from
mothcr Mrs- T. E. , recejvjng congratulations on the birth
essays.
In England and Scandi- the Baptist Church furnished -the
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u- . r 1 of a daughter, Mildred Ruth.
The Kickapoo team nosed oui, Three-base hit. Hunt. Home run, Ll!vy' r, ,
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subject for
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.
navia he is regarded as our foremost music,
Whitehead in a game that went. an Hinckley. Stolen bases, Valenta 2,
Sunday
morning
at
Union
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J*rs- Ca *e Moi nil spent last Satessayist. Booth Tarkington likes to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Olson and extra inning. Whitehead's half of the : Starr 1. Double plays. Teel to Perry,
and Sunday at her home here’
write skits for collegiate dramas
daughter and Miss Florence Chap- eighth saw one of the fastest plays , Cates to Perry, Olsen to Graffam. will Ik “Credo, " and for evening. urday
returning to her duties in ThomasArthur Somers Roche would rather man of Brunswick were guests Me- in local baseball when Auld the Kick's ' Base on balls. Hunt 4. Hamalinen 1. "Plus," There will be special music
both services
ton Monday morning. Mrs. Morrill
hearken to the random clink of ro- morial Day at L. N. Moody's.
pitcher speared Rogers' line drive in Struck out, by Hunt 10, by M. Starr at Mice
Mrs. Cassie McLeod, Mrs.
Miss Edith Nintprcnn
Nickerson rptnrnc
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to- 1 entertained
_
mantic verses than dash off a highMr. and Mrs. Francis Sprague and his glove hand and then ran down 1. by Guna 3. Umpires, Smalley and
day to North Haven, where she is , F^eme Godfrey and Mrs. Maude
speed mystery yarn for his own price, three daughters and Frank Sauer. Joe Tripp who was on third. Carr then Lofman. Scorer, Hoch.
employed at Haven's Inn.
shea at supper Sunday evening.
His old side-kick, Don Clarke, who Sauer and friend all of Jamaica Plain, put the station boys ahead by virtue §
Past Matrons and Patrons Night
Mr. and Mrs. Millage Spinney and
bats out racy sex tomes, dreams of Mass., were weekend and holiday of his home run, but in the last half j
NORTH HAVEN
will be observed at the meeting of -c°n David were overnight guests
writing an American history, and ! guests of Elmer and Azuba Sprague. I cf the inning Carter blew up and hit J
Folan and Dickinson
Both ad- I
morning at 9 o-clock the Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S.. Mon- Tuesday cf Mrs' E?«*nle Ood^ey;
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an opera libretto. Charles Hansor.
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Concord, Mass., Wednesday morning
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preparing a guide book to Paris res in Appleton last week.
themselves at last for in the last two
taurants.
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Dr. Richardson of Rockland was in J be held in Memorial hall June 16 at
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Sunday, Rev. C. W. Corey of
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not only saw the opening of the new
Snow, cf ............ 3
sermon to the graduates of Nasson reservations at the Bellevue Hotel.
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Shakespeare.” This new account A. L. Esancy.
j are Hon. Carroll L. Beedy of Port
Whitehead
May 28 by Rev. Ralph Hayden at the ;
and appraisal of Shakespeare was
J. F. Wilson, son Allen and Mr
ab r h tb PO a e land, Ruth Carter Fobes of Portland Episcopal parsonage in Camden, the
publ shed in this country on May 17 cbristian of Roslindale. Mass., were Lampie. rf ... .... 4 0 0 0 2 0 0
by the MacMillan Company. One weekend guests o{ Mlss Hattie Boggs Kelley, If .... .... 4 1 2 2 0 0 01 and John Clair Minot of the Boston double ring service being used. The
Herald. Miss Sarah Louise Arnold ceremony was performed at 3 o'clock
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Mr and Mrs j A Annis, Mrs. De- Tripp, VJ
cf ..........
.... .... „3 1 1 1 0 0 0 and Mrs. Ixiuise Skilton Pryor of in the presence of members of. the
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lb ...
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regarding Hairnet namely, that in
Queen’s Village. Long Island, were Carr, 2b ...... .... 4 1 1 4 1 1 0 cil. THe enrollment of Nasson this two families and a few intimate
his portrayal of Hamlet. Shakespeare gue£ts of Mr Annis’ daughter Mrs. Beaudoin, ss .... 4 0 1 1 2 1 1 year has been 125 students from 80 friends. The bride wore a traveling
attempted to present the psychology r a Hart and family over toe holi- Flanagan. 3b .... 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 towns in Maine, New Hampshire and suit of Alice blue. The couple were Since 1840 this firm has fattbf>'’iv
unattended.
served the families of Knox County
of the Earl of Essex, beloved of day
Carter, p .... .... 3 0 0 • 2 1 0
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Queen Elizabeth. One critic has said I Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse of Widdecombe, C .. 2 0 0 0 9 1 0 Massachusetts. The dean of Nasson
LADY ATTENDANT
is Dawn Nelson Wallace.
and Mrs. Robert Arey of this town.
of the book: "It is lively and amus- Portland and John Dunbar of Boston
Day Telephone 450—781-1
She
is'
a
graduate
of
Vinalhaven
ing. But it soars high, and it probes , were among the visitors at C. L.
31 3 7 10*22 5 1
High School and a graduate nurse of
WEST ROCKPOR T
deep. ’
: Dunbar's for the week.
BURPEE’S
• One out when winning run scored.
• « • •
Among those who spent the week Knox Hospital, and has taken a
Kickapoo, C. G., 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2—4
ROCKLAND, ME.
special
course
at*
toe
Eye
and
Ear
In

end
and
holiday
here
were
Miss
Ellen
The year 1932 is seeing all sorts of
Whitehead, C. G„ 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1—3
CUSHING
“tennials.” During this year occurs
Two-base hits, Martin 2, Auld 1. Lunden . home from Portland and firmary in Boston. The groom is the
Home
run, Carr. Double plays, Rog Miss Irene Lunden from Rockland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Hopkins
the 100th anniversary of the death
Mrs. Hattie Hills and son Virgil ot
of Sir Walter Scott. In honor of the Warren, accompanied by Mrs. Lizzie ers (unassisted) Auld (unassisted). who were guests of their mother Mrs. of Camden, a graduate of Camden
Amanda Lunden. At the home of Mr. High and attended University Of
occasion Dr. John Haynes Holmes Gonia Gillstrap of Modesto, Calif., Struck out, by Auld 8. by Carter 9. and Mrs. Gustave Lane were Mr. and
has compiled “The Heart of Scott’s were in town Sunday calling on old Bases on balls, off Auld 2. Hit by Mrs. Walter Burgess and friends of Maine. He is in partnership with his
father, a building contractor.
RUUD
pitcher, Dickinson 2, Folan, Grimes.
Poetry,” an anthology, a labor of time friends.
Union, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nash
Those present at toe wedding were
Scorer,
Freeman,
Umpire,
Jud
Flana

love.
Mr. and Mrs. G. I. Young of Belfast
Instantaneous Automatic
and Mr. and Mrs. John Lane of Mas Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arey. Mr. and
* * * *
were at their home here over the gan.
sachusetts.
Mrs. Kendall Hopkins, Elroy Arey,
• • ♦ •
Purchase of motion picture rights ' weekend and holiday
Percy Keller of Camden and Miss Miss Wooster, Mildred Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Farnham of
South Thomaston 14, Pirates 6
to “The Barretts of Wimpole Street,
Ruth Keller, a student at Colby Col- Daisy Boone and Mr. and Mrs. Clif
the highly successful Katherine Cor Portland are at the Payson Farm for
The Pirates failed to frighten South IeSe- were holiday guests of Mrs. ford Robbins. Following the cere
nell stage play, has been announced the summer.
Thomaston, on the latter's diamond Geneva Collamore and other relatives. mony the young couple left immedi
Mrs.
Helen
Fales
and
Mrs.
Lura
by Joseph M. Schenck, president of
Wednesday night, and toe result was
Mr- and Mrs- Arthur Clark enter- ately on a honeymoon trip to Canada,
Size 4. Style F
the Art Cinema Corp. It will be pro Fales of Belmont, Mass., were guests a one-sided contest in which Makinen tained a family party Memorial Day. the St. Lawrence River and the
Practically New
iast
week
of
Mrs.
Alice
Payson.
duced for Mr. Schenck by Lewis
held the gunmen to six singles. The
Memorial Day exercises were held White Mountains. They arrived in
Miss Gladys Seavey, a student at score:
Can Be Seen At This Office
Milestone, and will be included in the
here Monday morning at 8.30 with Vinalhaven Thursday and are stay
130-tf
forthcoming United Artists program, State Street Training School for
the Rockport High School Band fur ing for a few days at Camp Lookout,
South
Thomaston
release being set for Feb. 1, 1933. Nurses, accompanied by a friend,
nishing music.
Shore
Acres.
Returning
to
Camden
ab r h tb po a e
Miss Cornell will not appear in the were at O. H. Woodcock’s, Sunday,
John Andrews of Boston visited his
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Rivers and R. Hopkins. 2b .. 5 1 3 4 3 5 0 parents Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Andrews they will make their home with the
picture.
groom's parents until the completion
i
4 2 0 0 0 0 0 over last weekend.
daughter Betty of Quincy. Mass., and Am. Makinen, cf
• • • •
of their new home, which is now
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Rivers of Port Fdwards, ss .... 4 2 0 0 2 1 0
Elmer Keller has returned from being built in that town. The newly
More than 8000 old books, repre land were guests of their parents. Mr. Putnam, c ... .... 4 2 1 1 9 1 1
senting the writings of several hun and Mrs. W. A. Rivers, over the week G. Baum, lb . ... 4 2 1 2 6 0 0 Boston where he spent the winter and weds have the best wishes of many
dred authors from the 16th century end.
W. Makinen, r
2 1 2 3 0 0 11 is now engaged at the Warrenton friends.
estate of Mrs. Baldrige by whom he
to contemporary times, and gathered
Services are being held at the Ar. Makinen, p 4 1 1 1 1 2 1 has been employed while away.
... 3 1 0 0 0 0 1
from the far corners of England Broad Cove Church each Sunday at Gilchrest, If ....
FRIENDSHIP
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
Miss Jennie Starrett of Warren
4 1 1 1 0 1 1
after a 6000-mile journey and a pre 2 p. m., standard time, by Rev. W. Sleeper, 3b
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 125»'
E. Hopkins, rf’..10 1 1 0 0 0 home from Scarboro was in town
liminary search of over five years E. Lewis of Friendship.
John Kilmer of Worcester is visit
Sunday.
ROCKLAND
1
....
1
1
1
0
0
0
have been assembled by Lincoln T.
The Ladies' Aid supper held last
The school exhibition, closing day ing Mr .and Mrs. Sherman T. Jame
58-tf
.... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Judd, Harvard '10, art collector, who week with Mrs. Gladys Orff house
exercises and graduation exercises of son.
supervised the exhibition and sale of keeper was a success as usual. The
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Files
and
son
of
37 14 11 13 21 10 5 the Eighth Grade were held at toe Portland visited Mrs. Lena Davis
these books in Filene's Franklin- proceeds were $8.21.
schoolroom Thursday evening at 7
Pirates
EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
Hawley building recently.
An unusually large number of peo
with an exceptionally large and appre over the weekend.
Transported far across the sea ple visited Norton cemetery Sunday
ab r h tb PO a e ciative audience in attendance. On
Capt. and Mrs. Orrin Burns and
from a thousand different sources in and Monday, leaving tributes to de Gardner, p ... 4 1 0 0 2 3 0 Friday the school held a picnic at Miss Dorothy Burns are moving into
Osteopathic Physician
England where they have reposed for parted loved ones. Many beautiful
.... 3 2 1 1 2 0 3 | Glencove.
toe Everen Davis house, now owned
Tel. 136
years, this wealth of literature con flowers, wreaths and potted plants
... 3 1 • 0 0 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wheeler en by Mrs. Earl Files, at the Harbor.
Opp, Poslofflce
stitutes a unique gallery of hallowed added color to the green making the Collins, ss, c .... 4 0 2 2 2 5 0 tertained at dinner Wednesday eve
Wallace Beery, Clark Gable, Con 35 Limerock St.
63-tf
names, awe-inspiring and almost entire cemetery a place to be proud of. Rlch’dson, cf, ss 3 1 1 1 1 1 0 ning Mrs. Elmer Joyce and child and rad Nagel, Marie Prevost and Mar
Chisholm. 2b .... 3 0 2 2 5 1 0 Mrs. Rose Boynton and son of Cam jorie Rambeau will feature in “Hell
sacred to the student and lover of
Winchenbach, lb 3 1 0 0 4 0 2 den in honor of their son Stanley's Divers” at the Playhouse today, Sat
English literature. Chaucer, Scott,
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
EAST WASHINGTON
Philbrook, c, cf 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 second birthday anniversary.
Shakespeare, Goldsmith, Macauley,
urday.
0 0 1 0 1
&SON, Inc.
Byron, Browning, Boswell, Dickens.
Joshua N. Southard, representing
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith of Mal Huntley, If ... ... 3 0
Miss Bessie Blackwood who has
Addison, Johnson, Russell, Carlyle, den were guests Memorial Day at
90 b « r is in x beenlivingwithhermotherMrs.Ed- Central Maine Securities Depart
Cemetery Memorials
Eliot, Thackeray, Fielding and Smol the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
n o 9 n n n 9 k gar Brown at the home of Orville ment, was in town Thursday.
EAST UNION, MAINE
Pirates,
lett are there. From the personal Prescott.
The
Friendship
ball
team
played
4 n n i 7 9 —14 ' Brown> died Sunday after a long ill«-tf
library of John Ruskin is Dickens’
v
ui.
1°
/ J? ne=s. Funeral services were held Thomaston Twilight team Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. George Ripley and So. Thomaston,
“Martin Chuzzlewit.” There is a little daughter Dorothy were visitors B^m W^Makffien B^f on ba£ Wednesday at Wiley’s Corner chapel day afternoon, score 14-14. Playing
copy of Dante’s “Divine Comedy" Sunday at Allen Ripley’s.
on the Friendship team were Roland
translated for an English publisher
F. W. Sawyer entertained friends off Ar. Makinen 2, off Gardner 1.
And the idea now seems to be for Bums, Albert Collamore, Clifton
Struck out, by Ar. Makinen 8, by
by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. A over last weekend at The Firs.
Thompson, Leland Delano, Lester DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Gardner 2. Hit by pitcher, Edwards the unemployed to pull themselves
rare collection of British essays dis
Viola Ripley attended the children’s and Annis. Stolen bases, R. Hopkins, out of the hole by giving each other Delano, Cyrus Delano Waino Autio,
DENTIST
closes the proud crest of the Earl of day exercises at the M. E. Church,
jobs.—Judge.
Wally Autio, Ivan Simmons.
W. Makinen, Cl. Mosher and Collins.
Sheffield. The oldest volume in the Washington village, last Sunday.
302 Main St. Tel. 915-M Rockland
and Jackson.
collection is a book of sermons In
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Prescott were Umpires, Crowley
•
•
•
*
139*80
Latin, published in 1562.
visitors Sunday at C. E. Overlock’s.
• • • .
Dragons 11, Rockville 3
Alvah Hibbert called on his teach
The Ideal Hotel for You in BOSTON
An original edition of Statham’s er Mrs. Clara Overlock last Sunday.
Umpire Chester Smalley, on ac
Is The New
VINALHAVEN Sc ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Overlock and count of darkness, called off the
Abridgement, believed the first print
STEAMBOAT CO.
Miss
Dorothy
Burton
of
Central
ed English law book, has been pre
game between Rockville and the
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Falls,
R.
I.,
spent
the
holiday
with
sented to toe Yale Law School li
Dragons in the last half of the eighth
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook and Mr. with none out.
A. M . Stonington 6.25, North Haven 735.
brary.
George
T.
Cavanaugh,
Mgr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Hibbert.
Vinalhaven
8 15. due to arrive at Rock
♦ • • *
The contest was even more one
about 9.30.
Callers and visitors at the home sided than shown by the 11 to 3 score
Ik land
At
North
Station
Return
—
Leaves
Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
Friends of the Maine author, Hol of Mrs. Clara Overlock Saturday and
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston
DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B.
DEPOT
man Day, will be interested to learn Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Vernon C. in favor of the Dragons, who bunch
ington at 4.40: due to arrive at Swan'a
Island about 6 00 P. M.
of his whereabouts. In a letter to an Hawley of Manchester, N. H., Mrs. ing hits in their first inning staked
H H sttnson. ueneral Agent.
All Transit Facilities at Door
acquaintance in Portland he writes Hannah Staples, Richard Loomis ol Hunt to a four-run lead. Hamalinen.
lao-tf
starting
on
the
mound
for
Rockville,
from San Francisco:
Washington, Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield not only was hit freely but was wild
“I came here a year ago from the Ball of Canton, Mass., and Norman
A TOWER OF
and was taken out at the end of the
Monterey region. Sent for by a W. Fradd.
HOSPITALITY
first inning. Rockville could do
friend who is the top notch radio
Mr. and Mrs. Forest H. Bond and nothing with Hunt's offerings, get
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Shower - - Built-in
character on the coast. Has a hook Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham of ting five scattered hits with ten
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
up covering ten big Pacific stations— Jefferson were recent callers at the
JAMES KENT, D. O.
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
Captain Dobbsie. I have written a home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Over
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.
book, ‘The Ship of Joy'—that has look.
122Stf
New England’s Most Modernly Equipped
Earl Sayward and Chester Hager of
been bought by thousands of the
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel...................
shipmates. A memorial of his work. Union were at the Overlock home on
Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
I have been on the air each week for business Monday.
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
Overlock’s Orchestra went to Au
more than a year and am still work
SERVICE
& REPAIRS
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
ing with him. Humorous stuff that gusta last Saturday afternoon to
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
to colds, nervous strain, exposure c>r similar causes.
broadcast over WRDO from 5 to 5.30,
Chi-chea-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective,
seems to have a large following
ALL MAKES OF SETs
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
reliable
and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold bj
The graduation ball at Light's Pa
haven’t joined the crooners, but have
Write for Descriptive Literature
all druggists for over 45 years. Ask for
found that there is good response to vilion, May 26, was attended by a
R. W. TYLER
wholesome fun and some homely record breaking company and a good
CHICHESTERS PIUS
Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.
PHONE 58-23
philosophy. Am busy as usual with sum was netted towards defraying toe
53*137
"JHi 6IAMOND <
expenses of graduation.
my writing.
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HORIZONTAL
i HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-A large cask
38-Height (abbr.)
4-Aged
40- Pronoun
7-A French landscape- 41- A tough knot
painter
42-A game of cards
9-Massive
43- A church (abbr.)
11- Perform
j45-Bustle
12- Lyric poem
(47-ltalian river
14-Each (abbr.)
|48-Amiable
16- Raw metal
51-The nostrils
17- Hum
54- An eagle
19-Nocturnal mammal 55- Child's hat
G—---uSIcrt note
21-Short poems
VERTICAL
23- Pronoun
24-To hit (Colloq.)
26-A series of heroic 1-Towards
2- A vase with a foot
events
3- Negative
28- Lowest female
4- Either
voice
5- Guided
29- Snare
30- Prefix. Against
6- Deposit Account
(abbr.)
32-Pinches
34- While
7- Removes the heart
35- Pertaining t? the
of a fruit
Angles
8- Lacerated

VERTICAL (ConM
9-Boy’s name (short)
10- Sets of workers
11- June-bug
13-Accomplished
15-Corroded

17- Marking with dots
18- Forever
21- City In N. W.
Argentine Republio
22- Country of Europe
25-Pale
27-Opposite (abbr.)
30- Residue of a fire
31- Happy
33- Stores z
34- Poisonous serpent
36- An insect
37- A metal
39-Likewise
44-Pronoun
46-A constellation
49- You and I
50- Half an em
52- Near
53- Printer's measure

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

BURKETTVILLE
Carl Lindholm has had a crew re
pairing tire fish pools, and 60.000
small trout were planted there Thurs
day of last week. These were from
the Camden Hatchery.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Martz and
brother Vernon have returned from
Detroit, after spending toe winter
there.
Mrs. Marcel Cunningham and
daughter Myrtle of Union were guests
of Mrs. Ada Mitchell Thursday after
noon of last week.
Misses Ruth Mitchell and Dorothy

Robbins have returned to their homes
here after completing their school
year.
Several from this place attended
the annual prize speaking contest at
Liberty May 20. Miss Ruth Hatch
won the cup for Washington High
School. She was also chosen valedic
torian of the class of 1932.
Visitors at Linwood Mitchell's Sun
day were Mr. and Mrs. B H. Lincoln
and daughter and Mrs. Mary Mitchell
of Washington, Mr. and Mrs. C.
F. Hannan and daughter of Union,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Payson of East
Union.
George Overlock has returned home
after visiting his sister Mrs. Mary
Mitchell of Washington the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sukeforth
and daughter Mrs. Harlan Sidelinger
were visitors Monday at Clara Mc
Dowell’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles G. Hoyt, who
recently arrived from Florida, were
in this place Monday calling on rela
tives and friends.
Memorial Day was observed at Mil
ler's cemetery. Rev. Mr. Burnham
of South Montville delivered the ad
dress and exercises were held by the
grammar and primary schools. The
veterans’ graves were decorated with
wreaths and flags.
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PRAISE

N
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EW and Improved

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Brush Duco dries
Buy a can of New and Improved Duco today.
quickly, but not tooIf you are not convinced that it pleases you
more than any other finish you have ever used,
quickly. Can be applied remove
the label from the can,
easily and slowly over write on it your name and ad
dress, return it to us, and get
large surfaces as well as
your money back.
small. Flows out into
a perfectly smooth
Try the New and Improved Duco. Just
surface without laps or
sign this coupon, bring it to us with 10c.
brush marks. Has no ob
We will give you FREE a trial can con
taining enough to finish a chair or small
jectionable odor. Can
table . . . and a brush to apply it with.
easily be thinned with
Only one can to a customer. Not good
after 30 days.
turpentine. Itsdeep-toned
lustre is wonderfully
Your Name_
durable out-doors or in.
Your Address^.
Women everywhere re
ceive it enthusiastically.

ASK US IHE NEW LOW PRICE

J. A. JAMESON CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BIG FIVE LEAGUE

HIMUAL S[RVIU

► EMBALM ING4
MOTOR AMBUIANCI

FOR SALE

GAS HOT WATER

HEATER

———

Hotel

MANGER

500 Rooms

RECTAL DISEASES

RADIO

MODERN WOMEN

I
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WITH AN EYE TO BUSINESS

FLOOR PLUGS—EXTRA OUTLETS
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
REPAIRED

I.IINTPAP'r

LIGHT
POWER
24 HOUR SERVICE

CLARK-KALER Inc.
Phone 903-W

Rockland, Box 132

Next to Maine Power Co.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Barrows of
Starting A New Series of Sketches About Newtonville,
Mass., passed the week
end and Memorial Day at their sum
here .
Some of Rockland’s Dependable Business merMr.home
and Mrs. Albert Lamson of
Worcester spent Memorial Day with
their parents Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Houses—A Famous Hotel, The Rockland Lamson.

Engine Repairs
Welding—Engine Accessories

Auto Engine Conversions For Marine Use
Manufacturers of—WATER TIGHT POT HAULING GEAR

HYLAND MACHINE CO.
Rockland

Tel. 1221

Spear's Wharf, Park Place

FOR A
BETTER

Greasing Job
Go to any Pan-Am Station
nothing is overlooked—only
the best oils and greases are
used.

Thurston Oil Co.
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
'Tillson Avenue

Rockland

Phone 127

PLUMBING AND HEATING
INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service
ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC HEAT

WILLIAM T. SMITH
ROCKLAND

477 MAIN STREET,

Move The Modem Way
By H. & H. EXPRESS
C. O. HARADEN

Regular Trips
To Boston
EVERYTHING INSURED
EXPRESS SERVICE
TEL. ROCKLAND 629
BOSTON OFFICE
105 BEACH ST.
Tel. Han. 6443—6444

TAR and GRAVEL, ASPHALT
TILE, SLATE, TIN
COPPER, and
GALVANIZED
IRON

Few cities the length and breadth
of the land are better known for
their hotel facilities than is Rock
land .Maine.
Hotel Rockland,
modern, up-to-the-minute in ap
pearance and service, has friends in
all parts of the country, for once a
patron, always a friend of this de
pendable, comfortable hotel,
l'his handsome four-story struc
ture is located in the heart of
Rockland for easy access yet is not
subject to disturbance by obnoxious
traffic or other noises. The junc
tion of Main and Park streets
brings the advantage of being on
the direct line of traffic down Park
street, down Main, a two-minute
walk from the Maine Central sta
tion or the Public Landing where
yacht and plane parties frequently
land and is convenient to churches,
shopping district and theatres.
In 1912 the property was entire
ly rebuilt and made the last word
in hotel construction ami frequent
improvements have been made
since. Each of its 55 airy rooms is
provided with hot and cold water,
hath where desired, each has its tele
phone and complete service.
A

HOOFING

LISTEN the REAL

SHEET
METAL WORK

Bangor Roofing &
Sheet Metal Company
Bangor

Tel. 3526

GARAGE SERVICE
TUNE UP YOUR CAR ... Let us
overhaul your car and put It In condi
tion for real driving.

TOWING SERVICE

Ronald R. Messer
GREASING—TIRES—TUBES
“LET MESSER DO IT”

ROCKLAND

' demonstration of “Home Furnish- |
ings.” A baked fish dinner was
Abner Dunton and Mr. and Mrs. served in the hall by Mrs. Agnes
C. A. Dunton accompanied I. O. Eugley and Mrs. Georgia Brownell
Eugley and mother Mrs. F. B. Eugley and later all went to the home of
of Lincolnville to Waldoboro Sun Mrs. L. P. True for further instruc
tions. Seedlings were also exchanged
day.
Hope Corner school is closed this at this meeting.
Mrs. Etta Fernald of Camden spent
week as Miss Morton the teacher
hurt her hip and will confined to the Sunday and Monday with her
daughter Mrs. D. E. Brownell.
house for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wellman,
Miss Estelle Bartlett and Mrs.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson, Mrs. Dorothy Georgia Brownell went to Camden
Childs and daughter Muriel of South Tuesday evening to attend exercises
Hope visited Mr. and Mrs. Raymond and an exhibition of work done by
Ludwig Monday.
the Baptist Bible School
Mr. and Mrs. Burton F. Quinn and
Miss Katherine True who is a
daughter Maud of Worcester, are ex i member of the Camden Girl Scouts 1
pected to arrive soon to occupy the , gave a party to a group of her young
Quinn homestead for the summer.
friends here Wednesday afternoon.
The Farm Bureau meeting Friday
Rev and Mrs. C. G. Robbins of
was well attended and all were very Lawrence,
Mass., were callers on Mr.
much interested in Miss Lawrence's
ar.d Mrs. L. P. True Wednesday.
Albert Wellman of Winterport is
visiting his sister Mrs. Arvilla JackFOR
| son this week.
i Much work has been done in Hope
cemetery and its neat appearance is
very pleasing.
Miss Elizabeth Bartlett of Rock
TAKE
land visited her home in this place
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Nichols
and daughters Lois and Constance
A SPECIAL COMPOUND returned Tuesday from Woburn,
April 27,1932 Mass., where they visited Mr.
My dear Mr. Buxton; No words of Nichols' sister Mrs. Seth Kelley.
mine are able to explain what “Bux
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Howe of Boston
ton's”, A Special Compound, has done were last weekend guests of Mrs. Ida
for my mother. Before taking the Norwood.
treatment, she could not raise her
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Merrifield and
arms only level with her waist. Now son Vernard went to Togus Sunday
she is able to put them away above to visit his brother Ernest Merri
her head. Your treatment has been field.
recommended to a number of people
Jethro Simmons and son Leo of
in this locality. You may use my Warren called on Riley and Jeddiah
words as a testimonial if you like Simmons Monday.
ns the Compound has helped mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grassow and
I wish to pass the good word along. daughter Audrey and Mrs. Grassow’s
Yours truly,
sister Mrs. Lizzie Metcalf of Toronto,
Mrs. Frank Harwood,
Canada, went to Milo Saturday. Mr.
So. Shaftsbury, Vt. Grassow returned, the ladies remain-,
Let us send you a booklet. Buxton ing to visit relatives there.
Medicine Company, Abbot Village,
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Brockway and
Maine.
son Donald and Master Jerry Savoy
For sale at all leading drug stores. are visiting relatives in Orono and

HOPE

Rheumatism
BUXTON’S

East Corinth.

- Test

Just listen to that motor purr
like a kitten after we’ve com
pleted an overhauling Job on
your car. It’s sweet music ...
and so are our reasonable
charges.

Barrett Approved Roofers
100 Hammond Street

seven-passenger elevator leaves from
the handsome lobby, which deserves
a special word. It extends across
the full width and its all glass front
gives directly onto the busy corner
of Winslow-Holbrook square at
street level, not up several steps as
is frequently the case. The wide
fireplace and the rows of deep,
comfortable chairs extend a cordial
welcome. The lobby is particular
ly charming at night.
Possibly the greatest cause of
'I he Rockland’s fine repute is the
exceptional table set at all times.
Parties come many miles to dine
here as Rockland folk motor to be
guests at the Wooster House and
other resorts. All delicacies and
special dishes are available in sea
son. Like the rest of the hotel the
dining room is cool and comfort
able, served by breezes from the
broad Atlantic nearby. As a mat
ter of fact seldom if ever is the hotel
oppressively warm. It is the head
quarters for the Rockland Lions
Club and entertains many social
groups and clubs.
Thomas P. Keating, veteran
hotel man, brings to The Rockland

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
SEE THE NEW FORD NOW ON DISPLAY

SERVICE

SALES
583 MAIN STREET

PHONES 333—334

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Dyer of South Portland is a
guest of her son Clyson Coffin.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Marshall
spent last weekend at their cottage
at Land's End.
Dr. and Mrs. Carroll and Mrs.
Annie Collins have returned to Bel
mont. Mass., after passing the holi
day at their summer home here.
Mrs. Maud Anthony, Mrs. Georgia
Wall and Mrs. Norah Clark of Rock
land spent the week in this place.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fowles of
Augusta spent last weekend with
Mrs. Prank Hopkins.
Mrs. Olive Marshall and daughter
Lenata attended the funeral of
Charles Skinner in Warren Wednes
day.
Mrs. William Brennen has re
turned from Vinalhaven where she
spent Memorial Day.
Mrs. Hazel Hupper entertained the
Willing Workers Tuesday evening at
her home on Hupper's Island.
Moose and deer are reported to be
very plentiful in this vicinity.
The people of this community were
saddened at news of the death of
Charles Skinner which took place in
Warren, May 30. Mr. Skinner was
keeper of the Marshall Point Light
for more than 40 years, and had been
a summer visitor here every year
since his retirement. Sympathy is
extended to the family in their be
reavement.
The mail steamer Muriel went on
the summer schedule Wednesday
running from Thomaston to Monhe
gan.
The sad news has been received
here of the sudden drath of George
Page which occurred Wednesday at
his home in Somerville. Mr. and
Mrs. Page spent Memorial Dav here
returning to their home Tuesday.
Sympathy is extended to his family
and his sisters Mrs. Lyda Davis and
Mrs. Rose Davis of this place.
Mrs. Alice Jones has returned from
Knox Hospital where she underwent
a very successful surgical operation
which was performed by Dr. Walter.
Hall, who has been their family phy

ROCKLAND

sician for several years, and whom
Mr. and Mrs. Jones hold in high es
teem. Mrs. Jones has been a patient
in Portland and Rockland hospitals
five times. Her friends here are ex
tending to her their congratulations
and best wishes.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Overlock and
Miss Hortense Wilson of Thomaston
visited Mrs. Sarah Seavey Memorial
Day.
At the Baptist Chapel, Rev. Milton
R. Kerr, pastor; Services Sunday at
9.30. subject, “The Race of Death,”
children's topic, “Balls;” 8.45 a. m.
Sunday School; 7.30 p. m., to be an
nounced; Thursday at 7.30, people's
service. Everyone cordially invited.

CLARK ISLAND
Friends of Rodney Kinney were
saddened at news of his death which
occurred Thursday morning at a hos
pital in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler and
Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison and
Douglas motored to Port Clyde last
Sunday and were at Mrs. Jennie But
ler's.
Mrs. May Richards has entered
Knox Hospital for a surgical opera
tion.

LONG COVE
St. George’s Church, (Episcopal),
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor: Services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the second Sunday after Trinity;
church school, 3.30 p. m.; evensong
and sermon at 4 p. m. daylight time.
Everyone is welcome.

PALERMO
Miss Theresa Morang was week
end and Memorial Day guest of her
sister Mrs. Harold Saban.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tibbetts are in
Lynn, Mass., for a visit with their
daughter Mrs. Chester Parkman.
Miss Phyllis Turner spent the
weekend recess from Lincoln Acade
my with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
O. E. Turner.
Several from this place attended
the pictures at Liberty last Saturday
evening.
Mrs. Harold Saban and Mrs. Forest
Tibbetts and son Arthur were sup
per guests of Mrs. Earl Boynton of
Washington Thursday of last week
and attended the High School
graduation.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Frazier of Hal
lowell spent Memorial Day at Lewis

SERVICE

SERVICE
YOULI
LIKE
SEA VIEW
GARAGE Inc.
TEL. 1250

689 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

SHIP BY

EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS
JAMES MULLOY, Prop.
Insured and Bonded

24 Hour Service To
BOSTON
DAILY SERVICE TO ALL POINTS
BETWEEN' ROCKLAND and BOSTON
Boat Connections
PHONE ROCKLAND 1134
3 ROCKLAND ST.

rial Day with her aunt Mrs. Harold
Davis in Rockland.
C. L. Fales is having a well dug,
Oscar Ellison and Herman Hender
son doing the work. Mr. Fales is also
painting his house.
Mr. and Mrs Fdward Creighton
and Mrs. Clara Wallace of Union
were in this place last Saturday. Mrs.
Wallace calling on Miss Ruth Brad
ford.

■■■■■ir

the weekend at F. C. Tibbetts’ and A.
J. Tibbetts'.
Lewis Day has had two Pan-Am
gasoline pumps Installed at his home.
Mrs. Burleigh Turner spent Sun
day with her mother Mrs. Alice
Jones.
The so-called Barney Norton place
has been sold to Massachusetts
parties and is being repaired by Guy
and Harry Leeman.
Mr. and Mrs. John Howes and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Edgecomb were re
cent callers on Mrs. Anna Sukeforth
who is boarding at Russell BradDay’s.
Leo Brault of Rockland was re street's.
Mrs. Stella Gilman and friend
cently a caller at Quiggs Mill.
Chester Parkman and children from Palmyra were weekend guests
Lauress and Ethelyn of Lynn spent at A. Y. Scates’.

TRAVEL THE WHITE LINE WAY

ROCKLAND

TEL. 378

CHEVROLET

SALES

a life time of experience in the busi
ness. He located here 12 years ago
and during that time his house has
met with increasing favor. Prior
to taking over the local hotel he
EAST FRIENDSHIP
operated Hotel .Moody in ClareMrs. Florence Vannah of Rockland
mont, N. H., for 17 years. All the and Somerville, Mass., was over Sun
facilities of The Rockland are day guest in the home of A. G. Jame
available at all times to citizens and son.
Miss Madeline Miller spent Memo
to the stranger within our gates.

aaaaa

.

The Door of Hospitality . . .

HOTEL ROCKLAND
T. F. KEATING, Prop.

Rockland’s Leading Hotel

Famous Food
American Plan

Fj
/jfi
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Rockland

Corner Main and Park Sts.
—RATES REASONABLE-

Lgg

...............

Bus Service To Boston
'aaaaaaa.

New York and Providence
—Pierce Arrow Cars—

aaaai
aaaai

Daylight Saving Time
LOCAL AND INTERSTATE RATES
(Week Days Only)
One Round
Wav Trips Buses Leave Rockland for Augusta.
Waterville,
Winthrop. Lewiston
Rockland to Augusta.
$2.00
and Boston
Rockland to Waterville. 2.75
7.50 A. M.. 12.00 Noon
Rockland to Lewiston.
3.15
Leave Augusta for Rockland
Rockland to Boston.
5.25 9.45
9.50 A. M . 7.15 P. M
Rockland to New York. 9.25 17.45
Rockland to Providence, 6.25 11.25
Connections in Lewiston for Rum
ford, Farmington, Norway and Ber
Tickets on Sale at
Thorndike Hotel, Motel Rockland lin. N. H.

FISH
Wholesale and Retail
Pedlar Trade Solicited

THE WHITE LINE, Inc.

*\

LEWISTON

MAINE
.
Low Rates To
Warren—Waldoboro—Winslow Mills—Jefferson—Coopers Mills
Windsor Corner —Togus—Augusta

APPLETON
Miss Agnes Miller who has been
home with her parents the past few
Weeks went Tuesday to Bar Harbor
for the summer.
High School closed Friday and
many regret that Mr. Neal will not
return, as he is a man of high prin
ciples and has given good satisfac
tion.
Rev. and Mrs. Manley left Tuesday
for Providence to attend the State
Pentecostal Bible School graduation.
Rev. Harry Taylor, song leader, of
Portland attended services Monday
at the Pentecostal Church and led
the singing, much to the gratification
of all. Mr. Tavlor plans to visit the
assembly often during the summer.
a a a a

Carrying On Essential Work
The Appleton Memorial Associa
tion, Inc., recently held its annual
meeting to elect officers, plan for Me
morial Day exercises and transact
other business in connection with its
work. The officers: President, Eve
lyn Pitman; secretary, Gertrude
Moody; treasurer, Julia Currier. The
trustees are Maynard Brown, Daniel
Wentworth and Stephen Miller.
The purpose of this organization is to
care for all burial grounds in the
town and to arrange for Memorial
Day observance.
Each year a clean-up bee is held,
when men with scythes, rakes and
trucks do their part at the different
burial grounds, and the women pre
pare a dinner. Also workers are
hired for some places. There is an
excellent dumping place, and it is
hoped that all persons will use it and
so help to keep the grounds tidy.
Ralph Gushee has given permission

NORTH WARREN
Mrs. Fred Starrett of the village is
caring for Mabel Crawford who is
ill with bronchitis.
The Protective Poultry Producers'
Association meets at White Oak
Grange hall next Monday evening.
It Is hoped all who can will attend.
Donald Mank has bought a Chevlolet coach of Rockland parties.

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
422 MAIN STREET

Mrs. Fannie Brewster has her
daughter Miss Emma Brewster of
Bedford. Mass., as her guest.
Dorothy Tolman and Louise Sherer
were graduated from the Rockport
High School Thursday evening.
Mrs. W. P. R’chardson of Camden
visited her sister Mrs. F. W. Robbins
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Partridge are
expected home today, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett spent
the weekend and Memorial Day with
her parents at Bailey’s Island.
Mrs. Nellie Perry was a visitor
Wednesday with her aunt Mrs. Magretta Oxton.
Little Vernon Hunter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. F. L. Hunter, celebrated his
first birthday observance June 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Packard are in
Hull, Mass., for the eleventh consecu
tive summer to spend two months
with their son C. F. Packard.
Mr and Mrs. F. C. Studley of
Haverhill, Mass., spent Memorial Day
with Mr. and Mrs. Karl Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Eradford Rich
mond are at their summer home,
Hilltop to remain until fall.
The school entertainment Thurs
day afternoon was of the usual high
order. The harmonica band gave
several selections, and there was
music and recitations. On exhibition
was the work of the school in lan
guage, arithmetic, geography and
spelling, and all showed the effort
and interest of both student and
teacher.

Marine, Steam, Gas and Oil

110 PARK ST.

at a

ROCKVILLE

HEAT

DON’T SLEEP ON LEFT
SIDE, GAS HURTS HEART
If stomach gas makes you restless
and unable to sleep on light tide,
take Adlerika. One dose will lid you
of gas or nervousness, and bring
sound sleep. C. H. Moor & Co., Drug
gists

to use the gravel pit. A gate has
been conveniently placed and there
are signs directing folks that way.
Every citizen is invited to become a
member of the society and attend its
meetings. The only qualification—
an interest ln the work. The dues
are 25 cents a year.
This association is prepared to take
“perpetual care” of lots for those who
wish such service.
Permanent iron markers have now
replaced the old-time wooden crosses
on the soldiers’ graves, and each year
new flags are placed in them, an
extra large one being used at the Me
morial Boulder in honor of Apple
ton's four World War soldiers.
Within the past two years the Pine
Grove cemetery and the V. O. Keller
extension have been deeded to the
A. M. A.

SOUTH WALDOBORO
The ball game last Sunday between
Boothbay and the Beach Hill team
was won by the latter 4-3. Beach
Hill played Port Clyde on the Ten
ant’s Harbor diamond and ran away
with the honors again 12-7.
Thomas Creamer and daughter
Jennie of Dutch Neck and Fred
Chute of the village were calling on
relatives herp Sunday.
Mi. ana Mrs. Dan Giroux and two
children of Waterville were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns.
Mr. Giroux returned home the same
day, Mrs. Giroux and children re
maining for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Pitcher and Mrs.
Pitcher's mother of Milton, Mass..
spent Memorial Day with Mr. ana
Mrs. W. O. Pitcher.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carter of
Friendship spent the weekend and
holiday with Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Wallace.
The M. E. Ladies Aid meets with
Mrs. Gertie Burns June 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Levensaler,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Titus and two
children of South Eliot, Me., and
Miss Edith Levensaler of the village
passed Memorial Day at their camp
at the Cove.

*

Lobsters

R. E. FEYLER
Tel. 1191

SEARSMONT
Mrs. Elizabeth Burgess of Rock
port and friends were in town Sun
day.
The Ladies Aid will meet every
Wednesday afternoon weather per
mitting at the M. E. vestry. Every
one interested is cordially invited to
attend and sew patchwork and make
pretty and useful things for the mid
summer sale.
Mf. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb of
Portland were weekend visitors of
their parents.
Many friends here were saddened
last week when a telegram was re
ceived telling of the death of Mrs.
Francis iNess) Bair of Tampa, Fla.
She was formerly a Searsmont girl.
Miss Ruth Miller of Skowhegan
visited her parents Mr. and Mis.
Fred Miller over the weekend.
Many friends visited the cemetery
Memorial Day, and more flowers
than last year were placed there.
Flags were displayed at the homes,
and much respect shown for the day.
The following guests were at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Dunton
during the weekend and Memorial
Mrs. Carrie Packard and son
j Day;
Robert of Portland. Mrs. G. R. Ness,
Mrs. Mildred Beals, little daughter

i

Rockland

Priscilla Beals, J| Earle Ness and
Paul D. Nees of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Leeman and two children of
Round Pond.
Commencement exercises of Sears
mont High School were held May 27,
at the M. E. Church and very largely
attended. The program: Music, Mrs.
E. C. Gallop; invocatiop. Rev. O. G.
Barnard; salutatory, Fred Hills; class
history, Viola Skinner; prophecy,
Lillie Pease; class will and presenta
tion of gifts, Harold Wing; valedic
tory. Norma Buck; conferring of di
plomas, Harold Cobb; music, Mrs.
E. C. Gallop.

Water Pipe Laying
And Wiring Out, Digging Included.
Sewers Cleaned Out, New Sewers
Laid
Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Cellars Deepened, Repaired and
Whitewashed. Floors Cemented.
Lawn Work, Grading, Etc.

S. E. EATON
Tel. 1187-Y

Rockland
52&Th-tf

, Mosquitoes Die
At a Touch of This Perfumed Mist . .. Based on

'
I

i

Flowers of Japan
There is a spray based on an ex
tract of Japanese flowers. It was
developed at Mellon Institute of
Industrial Research by Rex Research Fellowship. Ten years and

over $100,000 spent to perfect it.
This is the latest, most efficient,
most economical way to free your
home—and keep it free—from
these germ-bearing insects.

FLY-TOX ONLY *

Use Fly-Tox only, and always in
a new-type Fly-Tox sprayer. Then
every stroke releases some 150,000
particles into the air.

Fly-Tox is efficient beyond all
compare. It is all-pervading, quick
and economical. Every lot is tested.
It is harmless to people. Stainless^
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Every-OtHer-Ba?

THOMASTON
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
N. F. Andrews. This is the annual
roll call! meeting) and writtua
messages from any members who
cannot be present will be appreciated.
Drawings made by the pupils of
the Thomaston schools are on exhibi
Advertisements In this column not to
tion in each room. Everyone is invit
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
ed to call and see them.
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
Enos Parks who has been assisting tional lines five cents each for one time,
10 cents for three times. Six words
Edward Spear and Albert Jordan in make
a line.
catching and curing alewives at South
Warren has returned to his position
on the farm of H. D Crte, Beechwoods
street.
♦
Miss Winifred Little who came ♦
from Newark. N. J., to visit her
mother Mrs. Ruth Little, has returned
ROOMERS wanted, with or without
to the hospital where she is taking board.^MRS.,
GRANT, 184 South
63-tf I
Main
St. Tel. 526-M.
nurses' training.
TO HIRE small Seabright Dory or
Mrs. Otho Hatch who has been
Knockabout, with two bunks, for first
visiting relatives and friends
In i two weeks In August. BOAT, care Cou, .
Massachusetts several weeks has re- rler-Gazette.
66*71
turned to her home here
LAUNDRY of all kinds wanted. Prices
The Baptist Choral Association had | reasonable, dial camden 2504. 67*69
a picnic supper after rehearsal this j job on farm wanted. Good milker
week 16 members being present. { and teamster. References. L. P. NEW66-88 I
Singing is a fine way of stimulating BERT 4 Donohue court, city

In Everybody’s Column

feWANT
Summer Cottages

FOR SALE

»
♦

»1«
’ »

• *

♦

REAL ESTATE

TO LET

t

4
'*
FARM
IN
LINCOLNVILLE
of
150
acres,
ESSEX—1928 Sport Coupe—Exception
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to
buildings, pasture land, hay,
If you have a cottage to let or
ally good for a down payment of only
let. good location, rent reasonable modern
orchards, lumber and fire wood.
desire summer boarders advertise the
$75. SEA VIEW OARAGE. 689 Main St.
ROBERT
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel apple
MRS
H.
P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
fact
in
this
paper
where
thousands
Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
77.
66-tf St.. Camden.
will read ot it.
Tel. 2597.
66-tf
GAS RANGE for sale, nearly new
FIVE ROOM flat, all modern. 23
Who is heard by thousands in Knox, Lin
cheap for cash
MR AYLWARD. 7
A GOOD farm of 100 acres on Union
Fulton
St.
Inquire
ROSE
PRESCOTT.
North St Tel 561-W
66*71
road. Warren. Me., for sale. Inquire on
AT VINALHAVEN The best accom 240 Broadway.______________ 66-tf
coln and W'aldo Counties. His name is
premises. H. C. BUBER. _________ 67*69
modations for travelers or summer peoCHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint und
Mr. Classified Ad.; his address is The Cou
I pie. Nice quiet place. 15 PLEASANT ST.
ROOM AND BOARD, or board alone.
rubber In excellent condition. Splendid
ABOUT three acres land at The High
64*71
Applv
MRS.
E.
R
BROCK.
25
State
St
motor, hot water heater, other acces
lands with barn and cellar thereon, for
rier-Gazette; his telephone number Is
Tel. 301-W.
66*68. sale. Nice building spot. TEL. 217-W.
sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GA
Rockland 7*0. He charges a very small
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to
63-tf
RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rocklet for the season, large furnished cot
THREE desirable rents, $15. $18 or $25
fee and is ready Tuesday, Thursday and
land.
46*56 P&ft
tage; everything modern, two car garage month. ERNEST C. DAVIS, at FullerSMALL seven room house for sale, at
Saturday
to
cry
your
wares
—
small
or
EDW O'B. GONIA. Tel. 710
59-tf Cobb-Davls.
PALMER ENGINE for sale. Husky 1062-tf South Warren, lights, bath, electric
large.
15 h p . complete, used 9 months. BOX
water system, never falling spring, barn
TWO desirable cottages at Crescent
HOUSE
at
29
James
St.,
to
let.
eight
74. Atlantic. Me
66*71
attached; also small building suitable
Beach for sale or to let. Excellent loca
tions, price reasonable. EDWIN V. SHEA. rooms, gas, electricity, toilet, large gar for garage, one acre land. Inquire MRS.
AYRSHIRE heifer, new milch, three
den.
F.
E.
HURLEY.
49
Summer
St.
Tel
M. P. JORDAN. Brooklyn Heights, ThomSouth Thomaston. Tel. 354-11._____ 67-tf
vears old. for sale. GEORGE CAMERON
836-J.
66-68 | aston. Tel. 57-4.
62*73
Union. Me._______________________ 67*69
AT MEGUNTICOOK LAKE, furnished
TENEMENT to let on Court St. ER___ _' '
five room cottage to let; screened porch,
FIVE H. P. electric motor, saxophone.
I
electric lights, boat. Reasonably priced. NEST C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
C melody, battery charger for sale W
67-tfI ♦
♦
Must be seen to appreciate. W. F ____________________________________
H. INOERSON. Vinalhaven.
67*69
I |y V CTllPIf
i BRITTO, 4 Camden St. Tel. 78.
66*68
FURNISHED apartment to let. two I i
Tfi | FT
|
the nnnetitp and it is not nccessarv TRUCKING of all kinds wanted; alsoELECTRIC grill, two burner.
Hot
rooms,
private
bath.
192
LIMEROCK
ST.
'
.
IU
Ldu
1
,
totithnt On. pond thincs nrnvideri grading lawns, building driveways, mak- Point, with Connallvoven. Used three
i COTTAGE at Spruce Head to let for Tel. 600 or 211-M.
66-tf IP
to state that the good things provided 5 ,ng cement walks local moving. F. j.1 weeks
wecks only,
onlv. cost
coSt $8.50.
M50 sell for $6 . FRED K
••• *•>*«••••>••<•*•••••• p
June and July. MRS. T. L. MAKER
by Mrs. Leila Smalley and her help- | sawyer. 690 Old County road. Tel. W WIGHT Tel. 1005-M
HALF HOUSE. 17 Warren St., all sepa67-lt
.. . .
EIGHT good fresh cows for sale. In- Spruce Head.
66-68
FIVE ROOM apartment to let, all
STUDEBAKER—1926 Coach—Must be ______________________________________
qulre n o NORTON. Belfast. Me
ers were soon eaten. Solos by Ray , 357-r,____________________________ 66-68
65-67 j THOROUGHLY MODERN cottage on
__ , 1 Laie- Jj?Quire 11JAMES ST. or 12 WAR- modern, at 35 OCEAN ST. Apply on
1000 FEET long 4-ft. hen wire for sale: seen
to be appreciated. Only $64 down
67-tf ; premises.
TWO FEMALE Boston terriers. 1>2 and; ’h°re
Crescent Beach for sale or to REN ST. Tel. 577.
______ ___
_ _ by
. the
EXPERIENCED waitress wanted at 300 sq. ft. ’.-in. mesh wire for chick sun SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St
Greene
and ______
chorus singing
porch; returnable egg cases, cider press, Phone 1250. Rockland.
TWO furnished rooms to let for light
A11 conveniences. LENA K. SAR
46*56P&R 2 years. Cheap. Very small. One fe-1
SMALL single house, clean and cosy, to
association made’a pleasant ending 5°S^inionEi8^2iDGE' East Unlon'
housekeeping. Inquire 34 FULTON ST let. Family with children preferred.
hand or power; hand seeder, hen and
male White Spitz. 3 mo., one male Red I GENT* Rockland Phones 990 or 994.
of the happv occasion.
\ —;------------- 1—;— ------------------------- - chick drinking fountains, large orchard
______________
61-S-70
Tel.
733-M.
66-68
Chow
7
weeks.
YORK
’
S
KENNELS.
Ill
|
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
MABEL RAWLEY, 130 Main St. Tel.
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE, $4 per month
Russpl]
ONE male
BEAUTIFUL
white
full spraver. 8x10 officers army tent. H. C.
Russell Davis
Davis and
ana PhiliD
rniup Newbert
ixewoen I shBggv
cat wlth pure
blue cves
wanted.
65-67 I
COTTAGE at Ginn’s Point,near Cres- I SIX ROOM tenement
for rent or sale 676-M. ___ ___ ___________________ 66-tf
dead: $5 per month live. NILO’S GA Pleasant St.. City. Tel. 293-W.
63*68 RAGE.
motored to Boston Thursday and ar- Pay
bay view farm. North Haven BUBER. Union road. Warren .
56-tf
WORK HORSES, one match team.
cent Beach to let by week, month o- , at 47 Pleasant St.LILLIAN BICKNELL.
HOUSE to let. five rooms, cellar, toilet,
SEEDLINGS for sale, asters, snap
work single or double, and ten cows forreason. Quiet locality. E. F. GINN. 97
82 Limerock St.
66*6$ electricity, garage. $14. at 7 Achorn St.,
rived home Friday morning with______ _______________________ 62*67
sale.
Washington.
|
Pltts
St.,
Portland.
Me.
__
61*S-70
j
--------------------------------------------------------3
dragons.
stock,
carnations,
blue
lace
1929
CHEVROLET
roadster
for
sale,
like
MURDICK
CRAMER.
Washington
WE WANT agents to sell our hosiery. flower, petunias for window boxes, also new. price right. FREDERICK WALTZ
the remains of Rodney Kinney, whose
FOUR ROOM furnished apartment Rockland. A. L RHODES. Union. 67*72
66-68
Me.
SIX ROOM cottage at Crescent Beach with bath to let, $6 week. V. S. STUDBest qualities.
TWO furnished rooms for light househome was at Wiley’s Corner. Mr. Special proposition.
CHARLES E. WADE. 70 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M
66-68
to let for season, hot and cold water, LEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
66-tf[ i keeping to let; water, gas, lights. E. N
™ vLarg.e.
flts LcBAS2S I w™"
*»»
67-69 ----- - ------ •------------------------------------------Kinney leaves a wife and nine chil HOSIERY CO.. Everett. Mass.
fireplace, electric lights, bathroom, cel
64*69 Waldo Ave. Tel. 531-W.
SYLVESTER,
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
FOUR ROOM tenement, modern
PONTIAC—1927 Sedan—This car Is In „
dren. the youngest a babe of a few
REO TRUCK—1927 Will do a lot o
♦ •••
—■ ••• *—■
a lar. garage, completely furnished. MRS. garage;
66-tf
CHAUFFEUR'S position wanted, Good work
furnished or unfurnished. L.
for someone. Small down payment exceptionally good condition and can be
ALICE
DONOHUE
HOOPER.
Tel.
1206.
months.
_______
________ ♦
mechanic, experienced, references. NEL- of $50. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. had for a down payment of_$50. SEA ♦
APARTMENT to let in Bicknell Block.
_________________________________ 66-68 A. THURSTON, 468 Old County road.
65*67 Phone 1250. Rockland
66*68
Thomaston will be on tiptoe next son e. flanders. Waldoboro,
Main
St
Phone
♦
46*56 P&R VIEW GARAGE.
MRS. B. B. SMITH, Lincoln St. Tel. 264.
4
SIX ROOM bungalow to let at Vinal
46*56 P&R ♦
1250. Rockland.
66-tf
week. The High School will gradu- ————
FURNISHED three room apartment to
4 haven. beautifully located, all modern
BUICK—1926 Coach—You can't wear j
let.
rear
11
Masonic
St.
Near
postoffice.
♦ M Improvements, furnished; large sun
Inquire
ate a class of 22 Wednesday night
MUNRO'S
Cigar
Store
to
let.
out
this
type
of
car
and
the
down
payDODGE
—
1929
Sedan
—
This
Is
a
Senior
a ment Is only $45. SEA VIEW GARAGE, and Is mechanically right. Looks and
MRS. E K. MILLS.
66-tf 6 PARK ST.
66-68
the alumni reception and banquet to
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times. porch. Ideal summer place. References.
♦ 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland
runs perfect. A dandy buy: $75 down Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO. F. W. GREENLAW. P. O. Box 363. Vinal
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, sultthe graduates takes place Thursday
<
46*56 P&R I payment takes It. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
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TEMPERENCE F. CARVER, late of
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Miss Jessie L. Keene. Miss Gretchen
Freeman Peaslee of Rockland reRecent awards in typewriting at
ESTATE LEROY M. HART, late of
H. Wilbur.
! Countv Registry of Deeds, Book 162
CORA E TEAGUE, late of Warren, deThe June meeting of the Warren
deceased. Petition for Admin
Thomaston High School are gold pins ! ccntly visited his daughter Mrs. Ken- ! Women’s Club will be next Tuesday Waltz. Mrs. Celia Cross and Miss
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Published by the Secretary of State j R^kian'd? deceased,”Petition’to Deter1^ t ihq
I Harr*man' Lila Stimpson, Dorothy ; Qeorge Furbush of Waterville have
48 2-3 rods to land of Oliver J. Robin
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bridges of son.
day for Monhegan where she will orgam^tmn was w
held at the church Sidelingsr.
Marguerite
Simmons. , bEen
ts o{ Mr and Mrs A L
formerly; thence east southeast 57 ln accordance with Chapter 263 of the mine Inheritance Tax. filed by Rockland
West Roxbury. Mass , are guests of rods and 6 links to said town road; Public Laws of 1931, as amended. These 1 National Bank, of Rockland. Exr.
spend a few weeks painting.
last Saturday afternoon conducted; Mary Trone, Edith French, Olive
J
thence northeasterly by said road to the Include all returns filed by candidates j ™TATP , w qFAVPY late of St
Watts hall had nearly a capacity u..
by Mrs. Evie Tilt
M. Ot,,rflo,r
Studley. z'nuntv
county —
Teague, Janet Wade, and Annie Star- i Gr and jjrs B B Mayo of Jones' Mr. and Mrs. Frank Blood.
bounds, containing 19 acres and
audience Friday afternoon to wit president of the W.C.T.U. There
Mrs. Maude Dawley has returned first
112 square rods.
i filed for allowance by Albert B. Seavey,
I port were recent visitors in town.
ness the presentation of the program were 11 children present and three re^from her home in Providence, after
Also
another certain lot or parcel of been expended, the same tabulated to of St. George. Exr.
The parlor and dining rooms in the j Mrs. Mary Matthews and Miss a short stay at Lake Megunticook. land, situate
in said Cushing, bounded June 1, 10 A. M.
by pupils of the
grade
ichuols
as
adu
j
te
ESTATE ELIZA A. WATERMAN, late of
For Governor
.i
,,, i ■
- xj. t
i vestry of the Congregational Church I r?ena Wilev have heen at IMartin'x She was accompanied as far as Cam and described as follows, to wit:—Be
Names
Expenditures
lhnt/nmal “fte
parter’s* deserve
8ervices conducted by Rev Mrs.1 ]ook unusually nice, their walls and Point for a week
ginning at stake and stones by a large Alfred
K. Ames. x
$4072 60
rn
n-aive f^r the Access of' the Elizabeth Green are being held at; ceilJngs having been newly finished
Mr. and Mrs. William Wolfe of Mal- bridge by Mr and Mrs. G. F. Gookin rock at the southwesterly corner of the Lewis O.
Barrows,
1481 80 ness. of Bangor. Exx.
who will spend a few days in the city, late Edmund Hyler’s home lot and in Louis J. Brann.
144 92
ESTATE EDNA A. WINCHENBAUGH.
Mas,, have been guests of Mt returning later to the Laie for the the northerly line of land of the late Frank W. Carlton.
2428 18 late of Rockland, deceased, first and
Church school immediately follows yhe color scheme is cream and white. and Mrs. J. V. Benner,
Hannah F. Robinson: thence westsummer.
F.
Harold
Dubord.
271
06
extra work on their part. The acting this service.
northwest by said Hannah’s land 165 Burleigh Martin.
j Miss Beulah Starrett is home from j
3323 23
A handsome salmon weighing 5 rods to large spruce tree marked on four James
and costumes wete very taking and
Visitors to Ludwig cemetery during the University of Maine for two weeks !
B. Perkins
297 87
sides;
thence north-northeast 48 2-3
ESTATE CARRIE S. ROBBINS, late of
pounds
and
8
ounces
was
on
exhibition
Mrs. Mary R. Turner
Arthur
G.
Spear
reflected the spirit that is now
Memorial week were many and : previous to the commencement exer
921 ah
14
to stake and stones by land of San
’s Head, deceased, first and final ac’s window Friday. Archie rods
abroad among Americans. It was a the flowers ......................
608 48 ii Owl
bua
count
fOr allowance by Mary L.
ford and Silas Hyler; thence east-south Paul C. Thurston
beautiful. Among those i cises which take place June 13 at ; Mary R„ widow of Barden Turner, in Tibbett
WQ<!
For Representitive to Congress
delightful performance in which each from out of town were Mr. and Mrs. : crono. Miss Starrett is a member of , died May 25, after an iUness of only ! “ ,tc - .
Brewster,
of Rockland. Admx. c. t. a.
t0 pul1 11 east by said Silas and Sandford’s land Edward
C. Moran. Jr.,
$55 44
to
the
northwest
corner
of
said
Ed

one strove to do his or her part well. Sidney Walter, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin t,be ciaeS of 1932.
ESTATE EMELINE McKINDSLEY. late
j one day. She was native of Boston
megunocooK.
34 52
mund’s home lot; thence south south John E. Nelson
of Thomaston, deceased, final account
Thomaston has many smart children. Walter, Mrs. Nora Ludwig. Mr. and
For Judge of Probate
west 48 2-3 rods to the place, of begin
Mr. and Mrs. William Allen and 1 hut had lived here for a long time ; .
...
.
fol1 „c.
$14 50
Miss Annie Gerrish of Brockton, Mrs. Will Keene, Mr. and Mrs. Bert j son Robert have moved to their cot- : and had made many friends. She ' rilirin_
containing 50 acres and 30 square Melzcr T. Crawford
chn^in»
a n
„,ep ning.
j orne. of Thomaston. Exr.
For Sheriff
rods, more or less. Reference is hereby
Mass., came Wednesday for a visit Keene. Lester Keene, all of Gardiner; ! tage at Gurnet for the summer.
; was a member of Wiwurna Chapter. 5
^ish him oifhHv h.ih-r 1.*^ made to deed of Wm. V. Conant to John Gulstln
ESTATE ZENAS C. MELVIN, late of
$10 50
with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence H. Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig of Rich- 1 Mr. and Mrs. Ira Vinal of Thomas- O.E.S. The funeral services were 1 We wish him slightly better luck George B Conant, herein referred to be
EDGAR C. SMITH.
i Rockland, deceased, first and final ac
Secretary of State.
count filed for allowance by Rockland
Miss McKnight and Miss Young of mond, Mr. and’ Mrs. A. E. Earle of ] ton were guests Wednesday of their : held Saturday afternoon at her late j next time.—The Humorist.
fore Also deed of George R. Conant to 67-lt
j National Bank, of Rockland. Exr.
Sophia S. Morse, dated April 16. 1909.
the Knox County Religious Associa Auburn; Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Welt 1 cousin Mrs. Ellen Wellman.
I residence, Rev. A. G. Davis, pastor of
ESTATE ALMIRA A. DYER, late of
I and recorded ln Knox Registry of Deeds.
tion met the pastois and lay men and of Rockland. J. W. Gilbert of South
Book 146. Page 364. 365.
North Haven, deceased, first and final
Several from Warren attended the the Methodist Church, officiating,
women at the Congregational Church Union; and others not known to the bridge party given at Union Wednes- Interment was in the Rural cemetery,
L And whereas the condition of said
1 account filed for allowance by Montle
| mortgage has been broken:
Lela Stone, of North Haven. Exx.
parlors Friday evening. What had
day evening for benefit of the furboard of registration
Keys made to order. Keys maoe
Mow. therefore, by reason of the
Best Hard Coal .................. S13.50
ESTATE SUSAN E. MAXWELL, late of
been done by the association the pas': writer.
' breach of the condition thereof. I. the
nishings for the new high school I Notice is hereby given that the Board
to fit locks when original keys are Cushing, deceased, first and final ac
year was told, and what needed to be
I
undersigned
Octavia
M.
Leighton,
owner
New
River
Steam
Coal
—
of
Registration
will
be
ln
session
at
their
!
building.
lost. House, Office or Car. Code count filed for allowance by Rodney I.
MARTINSVILLE
of said mortgage, do hereby claim a fore
Spring street, for the purpose of
done the coming year was outlined.
For Churches, Schools ....... S6.75
Weekend guests of Ralph Spear rooms.
books provide keys for all locks Thompson, of Rockland. Admr. c. t. a.
revising and correcting the voting lists
closure of said mortgage.
The Sunday Schools of Thomaston
ESTATE J. EMERY LADD, late of
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Reynolds of of the City. The sessions will be held , 1 Ton Orders.......................... S7.75
OCTAVIA M. LEIGHTON.
without bother.
Scissors and Vinalhaven.
deceased, second and final
June 9. 10. 11. 13. 14. 15 from 9 a m. to 1 ,
: May 20. 1932.
At the Ridge Church, Rev. Milton Uxbridge, Maes.
Knives
Sharpened.
account
filed for allowance by Lillias A.
p m. and from 3 p. m. to 5 p. m. and
STATE OF MAINE
These are delivered prices in Rock
R.
Kerr,
pastor:
Services
Sunday
at
Elwell,
of
Rockland,
Admx.
It
was
planned
by
G.
E.
King
to
from 7 p. m. to 9 p. m. As the last three
County of Knox. ss.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prlect
Strout Insurance Agency
land or Thomaston
10.45, subject, “The Race of Death,’’ make June 3 the last day of the ale- days of said session are for the purpose 1
ESTATE J. EMERY LADD, late of
Rocklapd, Me., May 20. 1932.
Vinalhaven. deceased. Pntitlon for Dis
Personally appeared the above named
17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. children s'topic, “Balls;” 11.45 a. m. wive fishing. The packing crew will of verifying said lists and to complete
tribution filed by Lillias A. Elwell, of
close up the records of the session,
Octavia M. Leighton and made oath
Sunday School; 7.30 p. m.. to be an- remain to finish the work at the fish and
no names will be added to or stricken j
Rockland. Admx.
that the foregoing foreclosure notice, by
Insurance in all its branches
J.
B.
PAULSEN
nounced; Wednesday at 7.30, people's house however.
from <iald lists on said days.
408
MAIN
ST.
ROCKLAND
her signed Is true.
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
By order of the Board of Reclstratlon. I
TEL, THOMASTON 84-2
Probate Bonds
Notary Public serVice; choir rehearsal. A cordial
Mr. and Mrs. George Barron and
Before me,
quire, Judge of Probate Court for Knox
Telephone 791
HENRY
M.
de
ROCHEMONT.
Chairman.,
[Seal]
ENSIGN
OTIS
County,
Rockland, Maine.
67*11
Alfred M. Strout invitation Is extended to all.
Ison Malcolm and Mrs. Nellie Ludden
J. Walter Strout
67-701
61-S-67
Notary Public.
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Sod
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............. ........... 770 or 791

Alice Nutt of North Haven was in
the city Thursday.

The Universalist Mission Circle
meets Wednesday at the cottage of
Mrs. G. L St. Clair, Crescent Beach,
with Mrs. St. Clair, Mrs. George W.
Palmer, Mrs. Fred True and Miss
Alice Fuller as hostesses. Luncheon
at 12.30 will be followed by relief
sewing and devotional period. Mrs.
R. C. Wentworth will present a pa
per on “The Clara Barton Birth
place,” and Mrs. W.E. Morgan will
be soloist. Members are reminded to
take mite boxes, also to bring con
tributions to the “shower” box for the
Clara Barton Diabetic Mission at Ox
ford, Mass.

Cards received from Mrs. A. U.
Bird and Mrs. Anna Day of Washing
ton, D. C., who are enjoying a Eu
ropean tour, tell in glowing terms the
delightful time they are having.
They were bound for Munich.

Charles Marston, a former resident
of Rockland, has returned to Cam
bridge, Mass., after a 10-days’ visit
with Miss M. Eveline Burbank and
Mrs. Josephine Baker, Mechanic
street.

Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach are visit
ing at their Tenant’s Harbor home
and vicinity. Dr. Leach is having
his annual two weeks’ vacation from
"Pownal State School” where he is
one of the officials.

UNION

ENJOY A

TURKEY
£

DINNER
THIS SUNDAY

COMPLETE
WITH ALL
THE FIXINGS
PLATE

TRAINER’S

Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh, Mrs.
Fred A. Thorndike and daughter,
Mrs. Ruth MacBeath and daughter
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin, return today Betty who have been in Pasadena, George Green, Mrs. Charles A. Emery
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs. H. K. j Calif., for several months, are ex- and C. R. Keating of Mt. Ayr, Iowa,
are at Kent's Hill Seminary today to
Draper, Canton, Mass.
pected home tomorrow.
attend commencement.
President
Col and Mrs. Basil H. Stinson were
Kenneth McCartney, Scout execu- Sills of Bowdoin College will be the
recent guests of relatives in Ells- | live, and Mrs. McCartney have been principal speaker..
worth
in the citV for a fcw days, the former
Mr. and Mrs. I.W. Stinson have re
■ coming to hold a Court of Honor last
night. Mr. and Mrs. McCartney turned to Swan’s Island after visit
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Fogg are on a !|' make
their headquarters at The Foss ing their son, Col. Basil H. Stinson,
fishing trip at Moosehead Lake.
Masonic street.
\ House when in the city.
Mrs. Ernest Keywood is in Boston
Mrs. Guy Walker and daughter Ar
for two w'eeks’ visit.
lene have joined Mr. ^Walker at
Boothbay Harbor, where Mr. Walker
Mrs. Fred Cates of Crescent street has charge of the store under the
was hostess to the Cheerful Circle management of Elmer B. Crockett of
.Wednesday evening, with ’Mrs. Theo this city.
dore Perry as a special guest.
The Moonlight Auctioneers met
Miss Edna Gregory will present Wednesday evening for luncheon
her piano pupils in recital Monday and cards with Miss Gladys Bowen,
evening at 8 o'clock at the BPW Cottage street Honors were won
Club rooms. The first half of the by Mrs. Earl Sukeforth, Miss Either
program will be devoted to represen Ahlberg, Miss Madlene Rogers and
tatives of the piano classes of the Miss Martha Burkett.
Rockport schools and the remainder
to private pupils. Miss Ruth Gregory,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Philbriek of
in readings, will assist. Parents and Portland, accompanied by Mr. and
interested friends are invited.
Mrs. Pearl O'Brien, also of Portland,
were guests Memorial Day of Mr. and
Mrs. Frances Carr of Bangor who Mrs. Edwin Edwards, Cedar street, on
Jias recently returned from a winter their way home from a weekend at
in Paris was a Rockland visitor one Blue Hill. Mr. Philbriek visited his
day this week.
mother in South Thomaston.
Mrs. Sanford Chapman and Mrs.
Addie Leach and daughter Lucy
have returned from a visit in Lynn, j
Mass.

Mrs. Alton Brown of Rockport en
tertained the T Club last evening at
the home of Mrs. Earle McWilliams,
Chestnut street.

Miss Helen Bird has returned from
a week's visit in Boston.
The Official Contract Club met
yesterday afternoon with Mrs. J. R.
Burpee, Main street.

Miss Minnie Shepherd has.rcturncd
from Boston and has opened her
home in Rockport for the summer.

The T.&E. Club had picnic dinner
and sewing Wednesday, with Mrs.
Woodbury Richards as hostess.
David Thornton of Taunton. Mass.,
is the weekend guest of J. E. Knowl
ton at his home on Main street.

Miss Madlene Rogers and Mrs.
Lawrence Leach entertained the
N.&S. Club for supper at Community
Sweet Shop Thursday evening.
Bridge followed at Mrs. Leach’s home
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Grimes have on James street, honors going to Miss
Eva Rogers, Mrs. Raymond Cross,
apartments at the Foss House.
Mrs. Rollo Gardiner of Camden and
------Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burpee of Main Miss Constance Joy.
street entertained last evening, their
Mr. and Mrs. Ibra Crockett of East
guests being Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Stoddard, Rev. and Mrs. George H. Dedham, Mass., were calling on
Welch and Mr. and Mrs. G. L. St. friends in this city Saturday while
on a weekend trip to Maine.
Clair,

Mrs. Gilbert Gallant celebrated her
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jaseph of
Mrs. Mary Scarlott of Kent's Hill
is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. E L. Fitchburg are at "Porter Acres,” birthday with a bridge social. An
Chickawaukic Lake, for the summer. attractive cake, weighing 7'4 pounds
Scarlott, Limerock street.
was made by her son Robert, before
Edwin Edwards on a business trip he left here on a swordfishing trip.
Herbert Prescott, who teaches in
Bangor High School, was the recent to Southwest Harbor recently was ac The cake in three colors, white, pink
and green, was presented by Mrs.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens, companied by his son Edwin.
Robert Gallant and Mr. and Mrs.
Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Gallant's
Mrs. Cora Davis was hostess to the Charles Barbie.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry and Mr. Jolly Eight Wednesday evening, when daughter Gladys from Ohio was pres
and Mrs. Hilton Ames motored to honors in bridge were carried off by ent.
Bar Harbor Memorial Day and joined Mrs. Lillian Cotton. Mrs. Ochea
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall have
the countless number who acclaim i Sidensparkeer and Mrs. Addie Sim
returned from a weekend visit in
the beauties of the Cadillac Mountain mons.
Portland and other places. Yester
drive.
Chase Farm Crowd had one of its day Mrs. Hall went to Pittston called
C. R. Keating of Mt. Ayr, Iowa, is jolly outings Thursday. Nature is at there by the illness of her mother.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. George her loveliest at the farm now and
There will be a bridge party at
Green in South Thomaston. He is the members of this social club spent
the son of Joshua Keating and practically every moment out of Grand Army hall Tuesday evening
under the auspices of the Auxiliary of
grandson of William Keating, former doors.
Sons of Union Veterans, with Mrs.
ly of South Thomaston, who moved to
Charles I. Marston, formerly of Helen Paladino and Mrs. May Reed
Iowa many years ago. This is his
first visit in this section, and he is Cambridge, Mass., now of Stoneham, as hostesses.
much interested in visiting points who has been spending the past 10
Mrs. S. D. Crosby is in Wiscasset,
known to his ancestors and also in days in this city has returned. Mr.
looking up relatives of whom there Marston greatly enjoyed calling on guest of her daughter Mrs. Harvey
old-time friends and visiting places Pease, and to attend the graduation
arc several in this vicinity.
of her granddaughter, Virginia Pease,
and scenes of his younger days.
from the Wiscasset Grammar School.
Mrs. Edward Gonia entertained at
Madeline, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
her cottage at Crescent Beach Thurs
The matinee recently given at
day at picnic dinner and cards, with Rhama Philbriek, Chestnut street,
Mrs. Etta Stanley of Swan's Island was hostess to several friends Thurs Park Theatre for the benefit of the
as honor guest. Mrs. Stanley was day evening at the Community Sweet High School Athletic Association
Shop as an observance of her 12th “sweater fund" was a grrat success,
presented with a guest prize.
birthday. The luncheon table which netting the association $40 and at
A birthday party was given Louise, had vari-colored tulips as a center- tracting mush favorable comment.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John piece was graced by two prettily deco The vaudeville program included the
Moulaison, Thursday evening on her rated birthday cakes. Games and following numbers: Duct, Carl Spear,
13th birthday. The guests were: Mrs stunts on the lawn were also enjoyed accordion and Edmund Ayotte, har
Helen Waltz, Mrs. Bernard Fitzgerald by the guests, who were Kathleen monica. These boys gave for an en
Miss Frances King, Mrs. Emma Chase. Barbara Derry, Eleanor Barn core the solo “On The Lone Prairie,”
Sweeney, Miss Lillian Peletier, Miss ard, Mary Lamb, Marion Ludwick, sung by Carl Spear, with harmonica
Beatrice Mills, Miss Agnes Long, Muss Mary Dodge. Dorethy Smith, Virginia 1 accompaniment. The Orange and
Ethel
Philbrook,
Miss
Florina Wood and Norma Philbriek. Special Black tap dance was given by Flora
Ferrero,
Miss
Octavia
Fer- guests were Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Phil- Colson, Madeline Coffee, Annie Ander
rero, Mrs.‘Lucy Ristaino. Mrs. Elmer brick. Mr. and Mrs. Rhama Philbriek, son and Rose Flanagan. Solo, “Moan
Castelli, Miss Thelma Day, Miss Mrs. Bertha French of Camden and You Moaners", Howard Crockett.
Quartet numbers, Howard Crockett,
Helen Condon. Mrs. Mary Gatti, Nita Mrs. Ethel Holliday.
Bernard Cohen, Wilbur Connon and
and Doris Gatti, and Victoria and
George W. Hall and mother, Mrs. Leon White, with Mrs. Jackson at the
Mary Anastasio. Lilacs and violets
were used in the house decorations. Ellen R. Hall have opened their cot piano. Crockett, Dyer, Haskell and
Refreshments were served by Mrs. tage at Megunticook Lake, and will Haskell led the singing of popu'ar
songs by the entire audience, with
Artnise Mills, Mrs. Margaret Lagone- occupy It during the summer.
Harold Bate-s accompanying. This
gro, Mrs. Isabelle Anastasio and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry and was followed by a “Tug of War” with
John Moulaison. Four tables ot
cards were enjoyed, honors going to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Levy have re Rcbert Allen, Sam Small, Malcolm
Mrs. Helen Waltz, Miss Lillian Pele- turned from a brief motor trip to Haskell and Edmund Avott pulling
against Ralph Chaples, G orge Dyer.
tirr and Mrs. Emma Sweeney. Miss New York.
Merton Haskell, Wilbur Connon and
Moulaison received many nice gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. Cor.non Howard Crockett. The latter team
John Black and mother, Mrs. Grace and son Russell leave Sunday for won the contest and the theatre
Ayers Black, and Mrs. Mary Wiggin Everett, Mass. Tuesday evening they passes which Manager Lawrence DanSpear are on a fishing trip at Moose- will attend the graduating exercises dencau gave as awards. The Athletic
of Everett High School, Mrs. Con- Association is very grateful to Mr.
licad Lake.
non's niece Miss Dorothy Ulmer be Dandeneau for his generous assis
Mrs. Angie Ballou of Newton, Mars., ing one of the graduates. On their tance which made possible this suc
was the recent guest of her mother, return they will be accompanied by cessful affair.
Mrs. Adelaide Butman, North Main Miss Ulmer who will spend the sum
If we could pick a job, we'd take
mer with them.
street.
that of a piper. According to all the
Mrs. E. A. Vezina of Auburn and bigwigs who comment on the situa
Mrs. O. B. Lovejoy has returned
from Stockton where she visited her E. E. Cates of Lewiston were guests tion, everybody has got to pay him
over the holiday of their parents, eventually.—Eoston Herald.
mother, Mrs. Flora Berry.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cates, Brewster
Mrs. E. F. Glover is attending her street.
PSYCHIC AND SPIRIT
class reunion at Bradford Academy,
MEDIUM
Cpportunity Class met Wednesday
Haverhill, Mass., over the weekend.
I tell you ex
evening ln the First Baptist parlors,
actly what
The Junior Harmony Club held its with 27 members and four guests
you wish to
last official meeting of the season present. The hostesses were Mrs.
know about
Wednesday evening at the BPW Club Norah Stickney, Mrs. Susie Pendleton
friends, ene
rooms. It was voted to hold the an and Mrs. Bertha Greenlaw. Mrs.
mies, rivals,
nual open meeting Monday evening at Beatrice Chaples led the Scripture
sweethe arts
8 in the Universalist vestry open to reading. A picnic was planned for
of future wife
the public. A small admission fee next month, and this committee ap
or husband,
will be charged to take care of ex pointed to take charge: Mrs. Clara
as case maybe, and everything else
penses. A program of unusual merit, Gregory. Mrs. Florence Reach, Mrs.
which you are interested in—
directed by Mrs. Leola Noyes, will be Hattie Richards, Mrs. Ada Prescott
without you speaking one word—
presented, affording an opportunity and Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson. Mrs.
keeping nothing hidden from you,
to observe what splendid work this Cora Richards and Mrs. Fanny Pinkand if I find I can help you to
club of youthful musicians is capable ham were appointed the visiting com
make your life brighter and happi
of. This club has won the attention mittee for June. The program, ar
er I will inform you so at once.
of the State Federation by its accom ranged by Miss Alice McIntosh, in
Hours from 1 pm. to 7 p. m.
plishments and is held up as one of cluded readings from the Christian
the outstanding junior music clubs Herald by Mrs. Clara Emery, songs Low fee to ladies'—30c and $1.00
in the State. An outing will be held by Mrs. Lillian Joyce, chorus singing —this week and next.
Satisfaction guaranteed or no fee
soon after the close of school at ifffi by the class and a Bible guess con
Flint cottage, Holiday Beach.

test.

accepted—27 Park street.
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Mrs. Effie S. Merrill, warden of
the Rebekah Assembly of Maine, will
visit Bethel Lodge next Monday eve
ning. There will be work, after
which refreshments will be served
Meeting begins at 8 o'clock, daylight
time.
Carrie
Ames,
Ariel Leonard,
Charlotte Hawes and Gertrude Mes
ser were hostesses at a luncheon
bridge last week at the Ames home.
After a menu of grapefruit, chicken
salad, mashed potatoes, turnip, peas,
tomatoes, jelly, hot biscuits, ice cream,
takes and coffee, had been disposed
of, cards followed. Winners of high
honors were Gertrude Clark and Mrs.
Emerson of Warren. There were 32
guests.
The Goodwill Circle will meet at
the home of Mrs. Everett Storer June
7.
Miss Marguerite Webber spent last
weekend with her brother Dean in
Lewiston.
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Plumer leave
June 9 for New York where they will
visit their son Charles. Dr. Plumer
is to attend the American Medical In
stitute at Washington, D. C. They will
be away about ten days.
Mrs. M. C. Stephenson and Mrs.
Earle Butler attended Grand Chap
ter of the O. E. S. at Portland last
week.

ANNO UNCIt4G THE NEW

• p HI LC 0.4 •
„• r 1.

V'.‘

. •

5-tube
COMPACT

$39.50

BABY GRANDS

$365°

iJft!
7-tube
9-tuhe
Short
model

Complete with tubes

model at $46.50.
model at $6H.5O.
Wave Combination
at $59.50.

Complete with tubes

• * » •

Mr. and Mrs. Adclbert Morton of
New York motored to Union to spend
Memorial Day with their parents Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Morton.
Recent guests at the home of Dr.
and Mrs. H. H. Plumer were Robert
Morris of Boston, Paul Plumer and
Miss Rose Cole of Augusta. Miss
Alice Plumer is spending two months
at home while convalescing from an
appendicitis operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Marks and
daughter Frances of Bath visited Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Ayer last week.
Hazen Ayer, accompanied by Ethan
son of Frederick Ayer of Boston, spent
Memorial Day with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fowles of
South Windham spent Memorial Day
with Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton.
Miss Harriet Glidden recently visi
ted her sister Mrs. W. E. Haskell.
Miss Helen Grinnell, who was re
cently graduated from Business Col
lege in Portland, is with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Grinnell for a va
cation before taking up her new posi
tion.
The following program was pre
sented Monday evening at Union
town hall in observance of Memorial
Day: Music, Robbins Orchestra;
prayer. Rev. C. H. B. Seliger; music,
orchestra; Lincoln's Speech at Get
tysburg. Eleanor Gleason; music; “Up
With The Flag.” Winona Messer; "ad
dress, Rev. R. H. Moyle; song, “Star
Spangled Banner;’” benediction, Rev.
C. H. B. Seliger.
• » • •
Miss Florence Bessey returned to
Wellesley Sunday after spending a
week with her parents, Mrs. Grace
Reed, assistant secretary of the Great
er Boston Church Federation, ac
companied her, returning via the
White Mountains, past Lake Winneperaukee, down the Merrimac River
to Boston—a delightful ride covering
some 700 miles.
Daniel Patt was at home with his
parents last week.
Mrs. Myrtle Judkins is again at her
home after an extended stay in New
York city.
The Sunday School lesson for to
morrow is a very interesting one on
the life of Joseph. School opens at
U.45 daylight. The teachers of the
M. E. Church School will be at the
Pleasantville School Sunday at 2.30
standard for a service of worship.
Miss McKnight will open a Bible
School in the Stone schoolhouse com
mencing tomorrow at 8.30 a. m. stand
ard. All are urged to be present.
• * ♦ •

HIGHBOYS
with doors
7-tube
$70-95
mode I - - - p

7-tube

HIGHBOY
SfcQSO
New 11-tube Philco in luxurious
cabinet with inclined founding
hoard. The world's finest radio!

Complete with tubes

9-tube
$00-50
model - .
Complete with tubes

W

*150
Complete with tubes

VALUES that speak
FOR THEMSELVES
In presenting these new models, Philco offers the very finest
radios that modern science can produce. A large variety of
styles, a wide range of prices and, above all, radio perform
ance that is without equal. Because so many people want
Philco, it is possible to enjoy this Musical Instrument of
Quality at a price far less than you would expect to pay. See
and hear the marvelous l’hilcos NOW!

9-tube inclined sound
ing board model.

*IOO
Complete with tubes
Short Wave Combination
also $100.

9-tube
LOWBOY

$89.5°
Complete with tubes

A complete selection of models from *36 50 to *295

You will find in PHILCO every worth-while improvement - - - many of them EXCLUSIVE
Twin Electro-Dynamic Speakers , . . Shadow
Tuning . . . Tuning Silencer , . . Automatic
Volume Control . . . Penjode Tubes (6 in 11-tubc
sets) . , . Philco High Efficiency Tubes . . . Tone
Control . . . Push-Pull Circuit . .. Distance Switch
. . . Inclined Sounding Board . . . Echo-Absorbing

Screen . . . Illuminated Grille . .. Illuminated Sta
tion Recording Dial with Glowing Arrow Indi
cator . . . Hand-rulil.id Cabinets of world's finest
furniture woods . . . every Philco a Balanced
Superheterodyne.

Sold on EASY TERMS - - - Ask for o DEMONSTRATION

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

442 MAIN STREET

GORDON & LOVEJOY, Union, Maine
Distributed by Cressey & Allen, Inc., Portland, Me.

Past Masters’ Night

Seven Tree Grange observed past
masters night last week with Fred
and Charles Lucas who have been
Grangers for 50 years as honor
guests. The chairs were filled as fol
lows: W. M., Charles Lucas; W. O.,
Elmer Light; lecturer, Fred Lucas;
secretary, Wilson Merriam; treasur
er, Walter Ayer; assistant steward,
Herbert Grinnell; lady assistant ste
ward, Mrs. Herbert Hawes; steward,
Ralph Sayward; chaplain, Benjamin
Jones.
The program consisted of current
events by Ada Merriam; piano solo,
Clive Burgess; reading, Bertha Bry
ant; vocal solo. Aubyne Hawes; piano
solo, Mr. Schaller; and a dialogue,
“The Train to Maine,” Annie Rhodes,
Raymond Rhodes and Clifton Meser
vey. A very interesting set of pictures
cf Washington, D. C. was shown by
the worthy master of Georges Valley
Grange. Remarks of a reminiscent
nature by the past masters were much
enjoyed, and the grange closed im
pressively. Supoer was served and
attractively decorated birthday cakes
were placed before Elmer Light,
Charles Lucas and Fred Lucas. The
next meeting will be June 8 when
pictures of “Reclaimed Lands" will be
shpwn.

• • • i
John A. Hughes
The funeral services for John A.
Hughes, who died Mav 17 at his home ■
in Union, were held there Friday j
afternoon. Rev. R. H. Moyle offici
ating. There was a large attend
ance and many floral tributes. The
bearers were Hampton Robbins,
Charles Smith, Clarence Leonard and (
Clinton Creamer.
Mr. Hughes'(“Jack” to all friends)
was born in South Durham, Canada,
but came to Union when a young
man. He married Lizzie Creighton,
daughter of the late John Creighton,
and took up his residence at Union
Common. He was employed by the
Georges Valley Railroad, continuing
on the road after it was taken over
by the Knox Railroad Co. until No
vember, 1930, when ill health made
him a prisoner at the home. He is
survived by his wife and two daugh
ters, Mrs. Harold Fossett and Ida M.
Hughes, all of Union; and by sev
eral nieces and nephews of Canada.
Sometime, when all life's lessons have
been learned.
And suns and stars forevermore have set.
The things which our weak visions here
hath spurned,
The things o'er which we grieve witn
lashes wet,
_
.
Will (lash upon us out of life s dark
night.
As suns shine most through deeper tints
of blue
And we shall learn how all God s ways
are right.
And what seemed then reproof was love
most true.

ON TO SKOWHEGAN | written form their ideas for conser ner at the annual meeting of the club

vation and economy. With the rich
and varied experiences brought to
Will Be Rallying Cry Of their lives with the long years, with
the memories of struggles through
Three-Quarter
Century other
periods of depression, with
their power to look backward and
Club This Year
their keen perception of future needs,
Each year the 13,000-odd members j these essays cannot help but be in
of the Three-Quarter Century Club spiring, interesting and beneficial.
All manuscripts must be sent to
look forward with interest to the an the office of the Maine Public Health
nouncement of the subject for the Association, 256 Watcrstrect, Augusta,
literary contest which culminates Maine, on or before July 25. Three
Just prior to the annual meeting. judges, well known throughout
This year the subject has been sug Maine for their literary ability, will
gested by the able and efficient , then read them and decide which In
president, Samuel F. Emerson of 1 their opinion is the best paper, and
Skowhegan, who is ever ready with a prize will be presented the win
valuable ideas for the benefit of the
club.
The title which Mr. Emerson pre
MON.-TUES.
sents for the 1932 essays is most fit
ting, and onportunely bears on the
present day problems with season
able forethought. "What Legislative
and Economical Measures Should Be
Adopted for the Best Interests of the
Citizens of Maine?" This will prove
to be an engaging subject, and all of
the Three-Quarter Century Club
members are invited to put into

which will be held at the Skowhe
gan Fair Grounds Tuesday, Aug. 2

ELECTRICIANS

A modest tax on every plan pro
ROLUNS & STRONG
posed for the ending of the depres TEL. 824-M
TEL. 1808sion ought to bring prosperity back
ROCKLAND, ME.
with a bang.- Portland Oregonian.

An Appreciation
Thanks, Friends, for your generous patronage over
Decoration Day. We believe you do want a Flower
Shop. Now we would like to plant your Window Boxes
and furnish Seedlings and Plants for your Gardens.
Most of our Seedlings are 40e per dozrn.

Geraniums arr $3.00 per dozen

The Little Flower Shop
SILSBY'S
371 Main Street

Rockland

MON.-TUES.

TRY HIS NEW LOVE
TECHNIQUE!

“MICKEY AND HIS MA”

It gives you a new thrill in his most
fascinating film
Glorified by ipecioculot episodes

*/, from the CECUB. DeMIllE epic

WVWT5 TR0U8UN&
VOU Wl LrfflT.

•THE TEN COMMANDMENTS'

/*• CL Qtiramounl Qicture

7

NEVER MIND - HE'LL

COME

LO&T' (W DO6 -

MARBLES./

—X ~~
i

•

NO HE WON'T - I
lost him Platimg

IV

xf

SAM MARITZA
GEA'E RAY.MOA'D
Marguerite

>
Muyn-

15

TODAY
TOM KEENE
in
“GHOST VALLEY”

< lll RCHILI.
IRYIA’V PICIIEL

TEACHER

NOW SHOWING
“STRANGE CASE of
CLARA DEANE”
willi
WYNNE GIBSON

“She ean't keep anybody after school tomor
row night on account of she's going down to
STl'DLEY’S to get some new furnishings for
her home.” Maybe if she takes up Interior
decorating on the side we’ll never have to
stay late.

A Paramount Publix Theatre

A Paramount Publix Theatre

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

All Shows On Daylight Time
2.00 6.45 8.45

COMPLETE

HOME

6IPARK ST.

FL'RNSSUIHC <5

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45

if,»t
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Every-Other-Day’
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Conn., staying overnight at the Avon
Camps; and May 21, up through
Canaan and Great Barrington to
Hudson, N. Y., stopping in Hudson
to look over the appie blossom cele
bration. Then crossing the Hudson
River by ferry to Athens, they went
down the river to Catskill taking
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Route 23 up through the Catskill
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
j Mountains through Oneonta to Normany lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
! wich, N. Y.; then it was routes 12.
j 12B and 20 to Syracuse, and No. 57
The colorful and melodious operetta ers for voice, piano and other instru
to Fulton, N. Y.. where they visited
Little River
Lewis has opened her cottage at another daughter Mrs. H. A. Webb. "Cinderella", (words and music are ments. We have an unusually capable
Jack Lyons, government machinist, Newagen for the summer. Newagen They say they did not see Rip on the by Lucia Burpee Miles of Rockland) group of teachers, equipped to teach
has been here and taken parts of the Inn will not open this year until Catskill Mountains but thought they won universal praise in its recent pro- ! from beginners to advanced pupils,
heard him snoring, believe it or not. duction. The splendid work done by i They have spent many dollars to acapparatus that runs the flash in the July 1, is the latest report.
• * • •
There is a small light in the river off Miss Mabel Frances Lamb in arrang quire their training and spare no
tower to Portland for repairs. So
ing the music for Mrs. Miles and also efforts to keep abreast of the times.
Hudson.
Little River will be a fixed light for
Burnt Island
as accompanist should not be over- , Their homes are hire; they number
about a month.
Their
four
days
’
stay
in
Fulton
was
A party of visitors called at the .
,
looked. Arranging the music was a ' among our best citizens. They deserve
Mrs. Corbett and son Lester were station Friday of last week. They very Pj®asant- visiting Lake Ontario real task, for it requires training and firs; consideration if you have a child
weekend guests of Mrs. Corbett’s were Miss Betty Hoffses of Dedham. and the surrounding country At musical instinct, and as accompan to study music. And in any event no
mother Mrs. Ruth Johnson of Roque Mass., Mrs. Earl Dorr of Pemaquid °sweg0 uthe government is making ist Miss Lamb gave many hours hap contact should be formed with a new1
tho
hnrhnr
Inrrrnr
1 nn n r U nv. i r,
Bluffs.
and William Dorr of Boothbay Har the harbor larger, lengthening the pily, thus contributing very materially comer without careful investigation
breakwater and blasting out the har
The tender Hibiscus passed here bor.
in the success realized.
bor. May 26 they left Fulton for
Tuesday going east on a buoy trip.
The Portland Music Commission an
Keeper and Mrs. Staples and Providence and Auburn, R. I.. Mrs.
Gatti-Casazza's annual announce nounces that one of the artists who is
A tug and one barge went into the Douglas Larrabee, Jr., called on the Webb accompanying them. It was
harbor Wednesday night. The Cor former keeper of Burnt Island Light. very pretty coming down the Cherry ment of new productions, restorations i expected to appear in the 1933 all
betts will soon be looking for yachts, William Stetson of Boothbay Harbor Valley route through Albany and and new artist, lor the Metropolitan s.ar municipal concert series will be
as there are a great many in the har Memorial Sunday. Mrs. Dorr and Springfield, arriving in Auburn late Opera Company was made last week Tito Schipa, long the leading tenor
prior to his departure for Europe with the Chicago Civic Opera Com
bor here during the season.. .
Elizabeth
of Boothbay
. , daughter
„ .
....
„
that night. After a day with the
No other American light can be I Harbor and Miss Wilcox of Mars whitnevs they left Mav 28 for Ken- Eight new artists have been engaged pany, who this month signed a conseen from this station, but three , Hill called at the station Monday, 'nebnnk’ and Portland arrivino- in Tnev are Frida Leider. Wagnerian tract to succeed Gigli at the Metropol
iian.
Canadian lights are visible: Soulhem
Keeper Staples has just given his Portland that night for a weekend Bamrnm H^" ^n^artkm T°ito
Head on Grand Manan, Gannet power boat a new coat of paint.
visit with Mr. and Mrs. H W. Noyes.
tenor for French and Italian
The Eastern Music Camp on
Rock and Seal Islands.
’ ’ ’ •
Mr. and Mrs E.C.Whitney came as »’ ^'rd CrtSS Arne,-lean -^res of beautiful Lake MesJaion the
___ ______ ________
Messalonskee,
Hendricks Head
, »ar as Kennebunk in their own car for tenor, for French, Italian and Wag- nuar Sidney opens July
'' ~2 ~for its
Quoddy Head
As at nearly all stations in this 1 3 brief Vislt with Mr and Mrs' S' C' nerian opera: Gustaaf de Loor, tenor. ‘irond season. There are but few
The baseball game scheduled to be district, it is a case of “fiustlc" here Payne
repertoire:
Richard_ Bon- ranges in the faculty, and while no
for German
_
__ __
__ __ _ __
played last Sunday between the There is a chance for a garden near
May 30 the famlly a!1 gathered at du, American baritone, for operas in announcement to the effect has been
siy tliat the Sun"
Coast Guard and Machias teams was the oil house but it has to be spaded Kennebunk Ao witness the Memorial various languages; and Ludwig Hof- j ‘nade’ 11 i8sa
and parade. Taking mann, bass-bari'.one, for German '"O' concerts willbe open to the public
called off on account of rain and by hand—the sod first being removed. Day services
iand conductedon the
brilliant
wet grounds.
Much of this apparently has never part in the march were Sergt. S. C. works.
Gigli, Maria Jeritza andClarence i!ines adopted last season.
The exercises at Lubec Decoration been planted, and getting out the Payne, U. S.Army, Miss Hylda
*’*,*.
Day under the auspices of the rocks and fair sized boulders cer- Payne, Kennebunk Girl Scouts, Miss Whitehill head the list of those artists
In the Alumni Eullelin of the East American Legion and other organi- I tainly is a job. But in the end a fair Ethelyn Payne, Miss Beatrice Marr, whore contracts have not been rezations of the town were attended I sized strip suitable for planting can S. C. Payne, Jr. and Master Gordon newed. Familiar names among others | man School of Music, is a glowing
Whitney. Dinner was enjoyed with are Nanette Guilfoid, Julia Claussen, HIibu-e to the memory of George
by a large crowd. The weather was be had.
, made by Dr. Howard Hanideal for the occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Brown of the Paynes, and in the late after- Edward Ransome, Georges Thill, i E;istlnan
A game of baseball was played Aubiirn"visited at the light over Sun-Snoon aI1 went t0 01d Orchard and Giuseppe Danise, Michael Bohnen son. Dr. Hanson writes:
Monday at Quoddy Head by the dav and Memorial Day8accompanied then UP £ the Cascades for picnic and Adamo Didur. This list includes "George Eastman's passion for
Coast Guard team, and a team from bv their son Gerald Gerald is about £upper- There were 17 children and many artists. The shortening of the music was great. Music supplied for
West Lubec, the former winning by , the age of the keeper's son Lawrence &randchildren and with the two old opera season next year is largely re- him a spiritual food which his nature
a score of 14 to 11. It is expected And Wjllt the elder Brown and the
made 19 in the Party- At 6 ®Pons:ble for the unusual changes in demanded. His love of music was
unaffected and genuine. He made
another game will be played here beeper Dlaved together as youngsters oclocl£ a11 returned to their separate the personnel. Gatti explained
an opera no pretense to technical knowledge
Sunday between the Coast Guard back in Auburn, where both wereIhomes"The ErnPeror Jones” an
horn and where the former is now May 19' also MaV 28 Mr- and Mrs. with music by Louis Gruenberg and He n«vor attempted to acquire the
and Machias teams.
Boatswain (L) and Mrs. A. G. taffitor at me Edward LRtle meh Marr caIIed on C E- Marr- retired a libretto adapted by the composer jargon of the superficially cultured
to at the hdwaid Little High , keeper of pemaquid Point Light who front Eugene O'Neill's play, will be music-lover.
His appreciation of
Maker and son Sidney went to Ban ja
School
produced next season. This, the 14th | music was innate and intense,
is
with
his
daughter
in
Somerville,
gor by auto last week on business.
News was received this week via
Roads between Ellsworth and Ban a church folder that Rev. M. G. Mass. They found him in fairly good American opera to be performed at "Music which most appealed to
health, looking forward to a visit to the Metropolitan since the advent as him was music that contained
gor are under construction and they Pt'ZL
i his former home ini Pemaquid1 and ! 8eneral manager of Gatti-Casazza, is I warmth, power and emotional
found it very hard traveling.
Haven minister while the Knights ' .
..
. ,
"* ,h phis tso" “d daughter at relatively short, written in two acts ] strength. He never tired of Wagner
Many barrels of potatoes have were first there, is to leave the poand requiring only about 50 minutes'in the one hand, and never could
been planted in this vicinity lately. sition of assistant pastor at the Dud- MarSba“ JYn £lghJ, Station.
to perform. Lawrence Tibbett will become enthusiastic over the music
It looks as if the farmers must ex ley Street Baptist Church. Boston.
°f
V™ sing
the role of the Emperor Jones. ) of Bach on the other. At the same
pect whenUiey
prices to received
be better
than last phst BapUs^Church" ^Trenton' M N°yeS °f Beacon'street' Portland.
year
onlyTceTte
3“en’I’t
'•ns'
by
WfflSB ar
V
(* * *“
• • •
:£
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THE REALM OF MUSIC

Make it

HOT

for the Family

L'VERYONE in the family will appreciate
a constant supply of steaming hot water
.... all they want at any time of the day or
night.
for GAS CUSTOMERS

Your gas service will bring you a hot
water supply as unfailing as Old Faithful
itself. And it will bring it conveniently,
automatically and inexpensively. May we
tell you all about the Rival Automatic Gas
Water Heater and how our liberal terms
make it easy to own one.

$69.50 cash
or

BUDGET PLAN
io pay ineir ieruuzer 0111s.
Clergymen of theall around ability
A11 rcodDrc
fMe
Merry Mount", the opera composed 1 not enjoy a composition the work
The tug Pejepscot with onebarge Of v<r perrv areexc°edirelv rare
A readers of
this column wik
If desired
by
Howard
Hanson
of
the
Eastman
was
necessarily
inferior.
His
attitude
tow
left
the
bay
here
May
31
for
anc
j
hj
s
r
j
se
been
predicted
bv
^'
mpathize
with
Keeper
and
Mrs.
in
left the bay here May
L
ana
nse naa peen predicted dj EImer E Conary of Deer Island Scnool of Music, with a story by I ;0 music that he did not appreciate
western ports. The barge had a th°Se^°^"e’'bl^a -^rt?”3yin Thoroughfare in the loss of their Richard Stokes, and once talked of! was tolerant. Indeed his attitude
cargo of pulp wood from the Ca
In the last article from this sta- youngest daughter Alice L. Conarv. for Presentation at the Metropolitan , -oward the
field of composi.
nadian side, probably for Bath.
tion reference was made to the whose death occurred May 25 after'a next year? ^aso^en deferred untl1 the ion was so fair, so broad-mindeo
Lobster fishermen here are having woman who committed suicide near brief Ulness from pneumonia Obitu- season of 1933-34.
and so appreciative that it might well
a hard time to make both ends meet, here last December. She had signed
Strauss' “Elektra" will also be heard, aerve as an object lesson for the
notice appeared in the Thursday
getting only a few pounds each day as Louise G. Meade at the Hotel Fulwith
Rossini's
one-act
comic
opera
3
| average music-listener.”
and the price is only 15 cents a lerton, Boothbay Harbor, and atten- issue.
"11 Signor Brushchino” used as a cur
• • * »
• • * •
pound. Owing to the cost of gear tjon was caned t0 some resemblance ’
tain-raiser for the tragedy. ..The One of the few English barrel
Portland Head
they must make only a small amount [0 Gen. George G. Meade of Gettys
Bartered Bride" by Smetana, “L'Amore
organs, possibly the only one in this
of money clear of expenses.
burg fame. This has since been | Mr .and Mrs. S. G. Robinson of del tre Re" by Montemezzi, and Puc- country, is in the possession of
Keeper Elliott writes that he en looked up, so far without result. Redstone N. H., are guests of F. O cini's “Manon Lescaut" are listed as
joys the Lubec items, it being his Search along that line is continuing Hilt and family.
the new season's remountings, due to George W. Pierce of North Abington.
Mass. Oliver Brackett, keeper of the
home town. Mr. Maker in turn en but another clue has developed. It
Misses Elizabeth and Marion requests.
department of woodwork, Victoria
joys the items from The Cuckolds has been deemed not impossible that Sterling of Peak's Island were guests
and Burnt Island, also Hendricks the woman was a murder victim i of their uncle R. T. Sterling last Sat
We were quit? proud to have three and Albert Museum, London, believes
AUGUSTA..BATH..GARDINER..ROCKLAND..WATERVILLE^
Rockland
artists on the Caravan pro the organ was made by Hicks & Son
Head, as he was around in the vi- rather than a suicide, in which case ' urday evening.
.
of Bristol. Hicks manufactured, in
cinity of those stations in the picket the plot was most carefully laid.
Mrs. R. T. Sterling and son Robert gram ‘n Portland last Sunday. Dor- the early years of the 19th century
boat during his six years in charge This possibility was never lost sight I visited relatives at Peaks Island last ot ly Harvie, piano; Marion Harvie, the first street organ, a type that
trumpet, and Florence Dean, saxo
of Damiscove Island Station, and is of.
Sunday.
phone. The trio gave two numbers once flourished on the streets of Lon
well acquainted in Bcothbay Harbor
A few days ago as the keeper was
Willard Hilt’s chow dog Sue gave “Paprikana" by Preidman. and "The don and in English towns. The or
Criehaven are visiting her p:Jents
and the other towns handy there.
eturning from the postoffice his at- birth to three puppies last week.
SOUTH APPLETON
SPANISH WAR VETS
Colonel's Party" bv Zamecnik, and gan owned by Mr. Pierce is some
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Clark.
Herbert L Huntley is enjoying a tention was called by one of the oldBernard Ripley who is employed
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Robinson and Miss Dean played “Valse Eroica" by what different from the earlier bar
Louena Sprague and daughter and
15 day leave of absence at his home er summer residents to a spot where
at Westboro, Mass., is visiting at his
rel organ of the 1700's. Its barrel,
friend of Taunton, Mass., were re
at South Lubec. He got a nice string search was made for Captain Kidd's son John of Lyndhurst. N. J., arrived Wiedoft, a number she does excep or cylindrical wooden box studded Will Hold State Convention father's home.
cently calling in this vicinity.
of brook trout Tuesday from East gold. It was a mound just back of at the station late Saturday night tionally well. The voune artists pre with pegs, releases, when it revolves,
In This City June 18, With
Alice and Marion Philbrook were
Stream, the fish measuring from 9
beach, and close by the station, and were guests of the Hilts over the sented their selections with skill and levers which cause keys similar to
Guy Jameson is in Taunton. Mass.,
at the home of their uncle in Union
won much favorable comment.
to 11 inches in length, and 12 fish it could not be learned that any was i holiday.
Their Auxiliary
for a short visit with his mothi r.
those
of
a
piano,
to
strike
strings.
Sunday.
in the string.
found, although his informant stated
Mr- and Mrs- C'audc Giles, daughSeveral from this vicinity a tend
Minerva Pease has been a guest of
* • « »
While we do not talk “depression" Its mechanical ingenuity results in
it was very definitely claimed Kidd ^ers Elizabeth and Eleanor of MelClosely following the Grand Army Gladys Philbrook for a few days.
ed the graduation exercises of AJH.S.,
the tunes of “Pop Goes the Weasel",
and
"hard
times"
in
this
column,
we
hid some there, being hard pressed at' rose- Mass., and Miss Grace Brown
Petit Manan
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simpson of and report as very Interesting.
"Coming Through the Rye” and “St. encampment, week after next, comes
South Portland called on the know many musicians are without Patrick's Day in the Morning".
the annual convention of the United
Keeper and Mrs. Fagonde regTet the time by his pursuers. TTie keeper \
employment and that many music
had
understood
that
that
actually
,
Hilts
last
Sunday.
to hear that Irving C. Bunker of
Barrel organs date from the early
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling and teachers are finding the number ot years of the 18th century, and were Spanish War Veterans, which will be
Gouldsboro is very ill. He was first found was on the “Knubble,” just betheir
pupils
greatly
reduced.
Some
held Saturday, the 18th, with an ex
assistant at this station when they low Big Hell Gate, about three miles , daughter Nancy and Mrs. Charles teachers finding their classes so first used in churches. In spite of
above
here
and
on
the
opposite
shore.
Sterling
of
Peaks
Island
with
Mrs.
came here, and resigned the follow
all the dignified history back of the pected attendance of nearly 300.
THE
That some treasure was found near- R- T. Sterling of Portland Head mo- small have taken to drifting about barrel organ, Mr. Pierce's father Some of the visitors will arrive Fri
ing May.
from city to city, or town to town,
Lighthouse tender Hibiscus passed by this station is credited by the tored to Biddeford Wednesday after endeavoring to catch the public eye bought his for a joke during the day and some will probably remain
this station last week Tuesday going keeper, as the source of information I noon.
and establish new connections. The second year of the Civil War.
until Sunday morning so that ac
j E. O. Hilt, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Robeast, and again Wednesday going was most reliable.
has received inquiries from
commodations will be arranged on
• • • •
, inson, Mrs. R. T. Sterling and Mrs. writer
The musician is more than a poet.
relative to conditions here.
west.
Matinicus Rock
! Hilt motored to St. George Tuesday, several
Only this can be said. Rockland He is the creator of a shadow world that basis. Commander E. Howard
The wind is southerly and blowing
J. visitin
and Mrs. E. E.j Kinney
OFFERS
and her neighbor towns have a corps in which the poet may revel, but Crockett and Past. Commander I.
heavy as this is written, and no lob
TtiG telepnon6 at this station i,o
has
. g Mr.
kt tt v
m
Leslie Cross of Ralph Ulmer Camp
ster boats are out as it is not very been fixed which seems good after and Miss N' H Klnney and calllng of efficient, well-trained music teach- which no words can describe.
o ----------on friends. Good roads made it pos
pleasant on the water.
are busy on the plans and in this
sible for them to skip to Rockland
Keeper Fagonde has his power months.
CHARLES C. SKINNER
connection it is timely to note that
and indulge in one of Mrs. Thurlow's station at 8.30 Thursday morning j
boat Muriel A. hauled up for paint
First Assistant Choate has his 30
Charles Clement Skinner, a Civil Rockland is indebted to Mr. Crockett
foot Jonesport model boat completed L33‘p4S harlequins on their way towing the square-rigger Coriolanus
ing and overhauling the engine.
to Bath for repairs.
j War vet,eran and holder of the Bos- as being very largely instrumental
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Freeman and has sold his other boat to Mr
Mrs. R. T. Sterling entertained as
.
’
**.*
ton Post cane as the oldest man in in getting this important convention
are receiving congratulations on the Robinson.
dinner guests Monday evening Mr.
Elsewhere in this issue appears the j Warren, died Memorial Day at his here, as there was very lively bidding
A Home Company and Local Investment
U. S. Lighthouse tender Ilex ar- i and Mrs. S. G. Robinson. Mr. and obituary notice of Charles Clement ■ home in that town. He was born in by other cities. Every effort will be
birth of a son May 24 at the home
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